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Season’s Greetings

A word for our sponsors

Warm festive greetings to all our readers. We hope you

Remember our advertisers enable this magazine to

enjoy the RIAS’ 100th Birthday Card which accompanies

happen. If they are suitable please put them on your

your Quarterly.

tender lists and try to use their products or services.
We need their continuing support!
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The new V-epps pre-plumbed system.
Engineered with ingenuity.
There are lots of obvious benefits of V-epps, the industry’s first fully precision engineered, pre-plumbed panel system. It’s fast and inexpensive to
install for a start. But the ingenious engineering, well that’s much less apparent; in fact it’s completely hidden from view. High strength linear-bearing
hinges provide smooth movement and allow panels to be positioned at different heights, with no gaps between panels. The innovative dowel-dock
is designed for perfect panel alignment, while the adjustable zinc plated steel tie backs provide a bracing system for easier installation.
Order your brochure on 01474 353333 or visit www.venesta.co.uk

We know washrooms.
®
Engineered Pre-Plumbed System
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From the President

Our Revels Now are Ended
So the finale of the Festival of Architecture

negotiations and campaigns emboldened,

architects can produce in Scotland, whether

has come and gone. With that (although

because that must be the point.

that is in the form of highly popular arts

there is still much which is Festival related

Architecture impacts upon all our

buildings like Richard Murphy’s Dundee

happening across the country) we can

lives from cradle to grave. It supports our

Contemporary Arts or esoteric creations like

reflect on a huge success and celebrate our

communities and underpins the vibrancy of

the Hermits Castle in Sutherland.

year-long architectural festivities. Our revels

our economy. Architecture and architects

have been deliberately populist and this has

matter. Our reinvigorated profile in Scotland

our events, having notched up 11,500 miles

meant that, far from being inward looking

allows us to underline that with fresh vigour.

travelling to over thirty venues, it has been

and merely talking to other architects, The

Of course that has not happened by accident.

a veritable architectural road trip across the

Festival has engaged with well over a million

We are indebted to many, many people, but

length and breadth of the country. I choose

people across Scotland and from around the

I think that it is particularly fitting to single

the second not so much that it took place in

world.

out David Dunbar PPRIAS the Chair of the

my home city of Dundee, but rather because

Festival of Architecture, Iain Connelly PPRIAS

of its huge impact which has gone largely

and figures we can dwell upon, like the

the Chair of the RIAS Centenary, each of the

unreported elsewhere in Scotland.

150 plus partner organisations, or the 460

Chapter Presidents, all RIAS staff, the Festival

plus events, the degree of engagement and

team led by Karen Cunningham and of

creation of a full scale cardboard replica of

participation which has been realised has

course our redoubtable Secretary, Neil Baxter

Dundee’s much missed Royal Arch in the

to be its measure of success. And what a

(whose bright idea the whole thing was in the

heart of the city’s new waterfront gardens,

success. With the help of the RIAS Chapters

first place). Without their combined efforts

brought together thousands and thousands

and enormous amounts of energy from so

the celebration which has taken place would

of people across the city. In the construction

many volunteers, architecture has touched so

not have been as vigorous, fun filled or

of its basic building blocks at many clubs

many people from so many walks of life. With

engaging as it has been.

in the weeks beforehand, then in its

Although there are many other facts

that the profile of the Incorporation and the
profession must surely have been raised.

Everyone who has participated in the

Scotstyle is the most travelled of all

The People’s Arch, the temporary

construction on site one sunny Saturday and

Festival and Centenary will have their own

then in its spectacular destruction via a grand

favourite event. Each of those will be special

stomp on the Sunday. Pensioners, the young,

have also been marking the Incorporation’s

in their own way. I think that it is right that

a huge number of the general public and even

Centenary and reflecting upon the role the

I reveal two of my favourites which are

some architects were all involved.

organisation plays in Scotland’s civic society.

Scotstyle and the People’s Arch. I choose

I certainly believe that we now enjoy fresh

the first because it has been an opportunity

public events space at Slessor Gardens and

prominence and can go forward in our many

to reflect, to showcase the very best which

it brought life to the development which

Whilst we have been doing all of that we

8

The event launched Dundee’s new
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the city is hugely grateful for. It also sparked
considerable debate across the city. Suddenly
people were genuinely talking about the
Dundee Institute of Architects, the RIAS and
the Festival of Architecture. That has been the
magic of the Festival whether we consider an
event in Dundee or Dunoon.
Every Chapter has, of course, delivered
successes which they will be particularly
proud of and which must also be celebrated.
Together we have expended so much
architectural energy over the course of the

© Malcolm Cochrane

last 12 months. We have found new partner
organisations and new supporters. Having
had so many successes we must now harness
that energy and move forward, to raise the
quality of architecture, enhance investment
in our buildings, boost our standing in society
and to reform matters like procurement. All

RIAS President Elect – Stewart Henderson FRIAS

of these subjects are inter-related. Our newly

On Wednesday 30th November 2016, the RIAS Council welcomed the

(re)found prominence will no doubt fire our

election of Stewart Henderson FRIAS with acclamation as President of

enthusiasm for these continued endeavours.

the Incorporation for the term 2017-2019.

Here’s to 2016 and all it has delivered,
looking forward to 2017 when we will
continue what we have so brilliantly begun.
Best wishes to you all.

Stewart Henderson served over 20 years as a Chief Officer in local
authority service, including as Director of Property Services at City of
Edinburgh Council. The rest of his career was in the private sector, as
variously Chief Architect at Scottish and Newcastle Beer Production Co. Ltd and in private
practice. Latterly he was Senior Project Manager for the National Nuclear Archive project
and on the decommissioning of the Dounreay site for the Nuclear Decommissioning
Authority.
Stewart Henderson’s Presidential term will commence at next year’s RIAS Convention in

Willie Watt PRIAS

Stirling.
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Delivering
solutions for
sustainable
buildings

The many faces of Saint-Gobain operating in Scotland

Saint-Gobain has a strong presence in Scotland, steeped
with history and experience, having specified product
solutions for many iconic projects. Saint-Gobain is proud
to support the Festival of Architecture in 2016.
Saint-Gobain designs, manufactures and distributes
construction materials and solutions, which are key
ingredients in the wellbeing of each of us – creating great
places to live, work or play and improving daily life.
Contact Stuart.McKill@saint-gobain.com to arrange
your CPD on multicomfort buildings, or to discuss how
Saint-Gobain’s whole building capability can help you
and your clients.
www.saint-gobain.scot

HIGH Spec.
HIGH Returns.

RAINSCREEN CLADDING

MASONRY FAÇADES

MASONRY WALLS

STEEL FRAME SYSTEMS

Thin, light, HIGH performance insulation
l Slimmer façade constructions with lower U-values.
l Extra space without compromising energy efficiency.
l Greater internal floor area to generate greater rental returns.
l Easier handling for a smoother installation.

Kingspan Kooltherm® K15 Rainscreen Board

Learn more. Go to: www.kingspaninsulation.co.uk/RisingHigh
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From Our Archive with Ian Stuart Campbell hon frias

70 years ago
Quarterly 66
November 1946

The RIAS Archives reveal a profession
continually faced with challenging
attitudes to architecture, development
and the planning system.
70 years ago in an essay in Quarterly

“A Treasure’s Worth” by W Sinclair Gauldie

agent in Edinburgh was instructed to ask

“… every architectural treasure that our

Mr Adam to call upon the Lord Provost

fathers have left us must be…jealously

or Magistrates. At that time William Adam

and carefully repaired and preserved.”

was beyond doubt the most prominent

W H Ansell PRIBA 12 March 1941
The indifference of the Briton-in-the-

architect north of the border. A pupil of Sir
William Bruce the pioneer of renaissance

street to the fate of his native architecture is

architecture in Scotland, he held the posts

well enough known; it seems that only by the

of Master Mason in North Britain to the

bemoaned the 1932 demolition of

war’s obliteration of the monuments of the

Board of Ordinance, the storekeeper to His

William Adam’s Old Town House in

past have our people at last awakened to the

Majesty’s Office of Works. “I have viewed and

fact that such a loss can never be made good.

considered all parts of the said house from

After the war, it may be realised that where so

which I see the same to be in a very ruinous

little is left there is something of barbarism in

condition ...”. Work on the new building seems

an Ancient Monument and protected by

demolishing a relic of recognised merit, unless

to have started in the spring of 1732. A ship

the Office of Works.

there is absolutely no hope of preservation.

load of timber was brought from Norway and

45 Years later in Prospect no45 (1991)

which rarity alone would lend such a building

eked out with the stones of the old Tolbooth,

BDP outlined their route to creating

in ten years’ time. The country was still in the

some of which dated back to the Franciscan

grip of the world depression. Perhaps that

and Blackfriars’ monasteries of the 12th

was one of the reasons why the decision to

century.

no66 (1946) W Sinclair Gauldie

Dundee and noted that a year later the
building could have been scheduled as

the largest and most sophisticated
speculative commercial development
in Scotland at Glasgow’s Broomielaw,
within the Conservation Area and Listed
Building context.
Presumably to avoid mistakes and
losses, as in Dundee, ‘democratic’ checks
and balances continually draw more
and more folks to perch precariously
on the architect’s stool. Quarterly 24
(2015) reported on an extremely diverse

But in 1932 no one foresaw the value

demolish Dundee’s Old Town House met with

£25 worth of stone from Craigie quarry was

During its first hundred years the Town

no really resolute opposition from the body

House had some narrow escapes from

of the citizens. By the following year, 1933, the

destruction. In 1773 a fire caused some £400

Town House could have been scheduled as an

worth of damage, in 1816 more damage was

ancient monument.

done by the ‘Meal Mill’ mob - but the worst

As far as we know it was the fourth of its

ordeal came in 1832 when the Reformer Bill

line. Of the first no evidence exists, except

rioters smashed all the windows, the last

a brief mention in a Charter of Robert the

trial by fire was in 1857 when the belfry was

Bruce; the second was burned by the English

damaged.

in 1547; the third, like its successor, fell victim
to old age and civic pride.
The Union of the Parliaments had

In 1907 plans were drawn up for a
new city centre which was to incorporate
Adam’s building as a feature, with additional

raised golden hopes which ended in bitter

wings and a central dome, on the same

disappointment. However an act of 1727

dignified classical model. But this scheme

granted a yearly subsidy of £6,000 sterling

never matured; by 1915 the total removal of

Environment Forum Scotland, RICS,

to the fishing, linen and wool industries.

the Town House was being suggested and

RTPI, Scottish Civic Trust and SURF,

The outlook was becoming brighter and by

seventeen years later this was put into effect.

Parliamentary Cross Party Group
including RIAS, Landscape Institute, Built

all considered “A Manifesto for the
Environment” and called for “a Cabinet
Secretary for Places”. 		
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1730 it had become possible to consider the

The question as to whether the building

demolition of the old Tolbooth. In this year,

could reasonably have been saved seems

the story of the Town House proper begins.

never to have been settled to the satisfaction

At a meeting on 17th February it was

of all. Would it, after all, have been such a

decided “….that the opinion of a skillful

waste of money to have “…jealously and

architect should be taken …”. When it was

carefully repaired and preserved it…” perhaps

learned that William Adam Architect in

as the centrepiece for the plan of the cleaner

Edinburgh, was to visit Dundee, the town’s

better city of the future?

RIAS Quarterly Winter 2016

25 years ago

1 year ago

Prospect 45
Winter 1991

RIAS Quarterly Issue 24
Winter 2015
bounded on the south by the Broomielaw
Winter 2015

and the Clyde, Argyle Street on the North,

Issue 24

Robertson Street on the east and Brown
Street on the west.

the journal of the royal incorporation of architects in scotland

Strategically the square footprint of the
site was perceived as two concentric rings

Doolan Award
Festival of Architecture 2016

of development, the ‘outer ring’ relating to

RIAS Centenary

the scale and diversity of the adjacent urban

Chicago, Dubai and Jo’burg

fabric and responding to important markers
such as the Clyde Port Authority building and
the ‘inner ring’ denser and higher, defining its
own scale in response to user requirements,
with, at its centre, a major new glass covered

9 772044 185005

ISSN 2044-1851

inappropriate in the conservation area and

24

£12.00

The outline planning route being deemed

>

public space.

listed buildings context, an investigation was
undertaken into the possibility of establishing
a new form of planning agreement. During
The Broomielaw by Building Design

the continuing dialogue with GDC Planners,

“A Manifesto for the Built Environment”

Partnership

the position moved quickly from apparent

Eugene Mullan FRIAS

To fully understand the significance of the

total impasse - the masterplan being, on

The Cross Party Group took this opportunity

initiative of Glasgow and Oriental’s Atlantic

the face of it, at total odds with the City’s

to consider several questions for our

Quay development in Glasgow’s Broomielaw,

published proposals for the area - to an

industry: does the built environment feature

it is essential to appreciate something of the

acceptance of its principles and a clear

in the (political) conversations on the

economic and political context within which

definition of a phase one package. Full

doorstep?; is the built environment included

the project was conceived.

planning approval was granted in February

in Party manifestos?; do these issues change

1989, in time for construction to commence

the way people vote?

‘The Devil’s Drawing Room’, as Ruskin
described Glasgow, referring to its immense

on schedule on 1st March 1989.

Euan Leitch of the Built Environment

intensity of industrial activity, by the 1970’s

Forum Scotland would like to see all

more resembled a cemetery. Nowhere was

parties acknowledge Our Place in Time,

this more evident than in the Broomielaw.

Scotland’s first ever historic environment

The decline of the Broomielaw

strategy. Rebecca Hughes of The Landscape

exemplified the decline of the City itself, in

Institute would like the parties to adopt The

the 1970’s confidence was at its lowest ebb,

Landscape Charter and appoint a landscape

outward migration of the young and skilled

advisor.

reduced the population by a third in 25 years

David McAllister of PAS (Planning Aid

and unemployment in large parts of the city

Scotland) promoted the three E’s: empower

rose above 30%.

– provide access to information, tools and

The timing was right for anyone with

resources; enhance – encouraging the

the foresight to see the potential for

involvement of communities and educate –

major investment. The masterplan area

young people on place making, along with

encompasses three rectangular urban blocks

their rights and responsibilities.
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All images © Ian Stuart Campbell
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Ian Stuart Campbell hon frias offers some ‘snaps’, sketches and personal reflections…

Impressions of St Andrews
unique on so many counts, St Andrews

included a steeple but now only a parapet.

is renowned world-wide. As the “home of

Augustinian expansion at St Rule’s

saw four Protestant martyrs executed in St
Andrews. Patrick Hamilton (24) was burned at

golf” it remains a pilgrimage destination for

continued until construction began on

the stake outside St Salvator’s Chapel where

millions. Yet throughout most of the second

the huge adjacent St Andrews Cathedral.

his initials remain set in the cobblestones.

millennium it was religion and education that

This became Scotland’s foremost place

Henry Forrest suffered in 1533 for speaking

drew travelers to St Andrews.

of worship, yet as so often, the buildings

out against this killing and for reading the

suffered terminally during the Reformation

New Testament in English. George Wishart

monastery established here by Pictish King

(1559) and in effect became the ‘quarry’ for

was martyred (1546) also by order of Cardinal

Oengus I, to house relics of The Apostle,

the city’s ongoing growth and expansion.

Beaton outside St Andrews Castle. This

Andrew. It is believed that they were brought

Surviving gables and towers however still

location is also marked in the cobblestones. In

to the town in 300 AD by St Regulus (later St

provide distinctive silhouettes. The 14th

revenge, Beaton was murdered a few weeks

Rule). Around 1123 AD Celtic monks erected

century Precinct Walls and ‘Pends’ around the

later. One of Wishart’s followers, John Knox,

St Rule’s Church comprising the small

Cathedral remain impressive, in spite of rises

who continued preaching in St Andrews,

chancel, now roofless and the spectacular,

in road levels.

is thought to have provoked the riots that

The city was named after the 8th century

100 foot high, St Rule’s Tower which originally

Turbulent decades between 1528 and 1558

destroyed the cathedral. Walter Myln was the

15
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clockwise from top left
The Castle; South Street; The Home of Golf; St Salvators; Coat of Arms, South Street; Noble Mansions, South Street
All images © Ian Stuart Campbell
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Impressions of…

above top
19th Hole
above
Castle
All images © Ian Stuart Campbell

last Martyr (1558) executed for believing that

education brought prosperity and vibrancy

photography. Sir David Brewster, Dr John

Catholic priests should be allowed to marry.

to St Andrews. Splendid quadrangles, elegant

Adamson, Robert Adamson and Thomas

courtyards and groups of buildings evolved

Rodger, left a magnificent heritage of images

to meet advancing campus requirements.

of the town and its people dating from 1839.

From the Cathedral a diverging trident of
principal routes westwards contain the city’s
medieval development. South Street, Market

The College of St Salvator’s tall gate

The West Port, St Andrews most

Street and North Street, with their connecting

tower, collegiate church and tenement on

distinctive townscape feature, built in 1587

cross wynds, reveal rich eclectic architectural

North Street, (c.1450) forms one of the finest

as a monumental entrance to the city, is

character. Small traditional houses in the

groups of buildings. Later architectural

thought to resemble Edinburgh’s former

fishing quarter at the east end of North Street

interventions have created a gracious

Netherbow. The Port marks an architectural

still charm with forestairs and crow steps.

quadrangle with semi-elliptical arched

transition to Victorian and Edwardian villas

Noble mansions in South Street with classical

cloisters by William Nixon (1848) and the

and modern campus buildings beyond.

facades, ‘coats of arms’, columned doorways

Jacobean Style north and east sections

Although peripheral, investigation here is also

and 200 metre ‘lang rigg’ walled gardens

designed by Robert Reid - later extended by

rewarding as much involved distinguished

to the rear, have adapted beautifully for

Gillespie and Scott (1904).

architects, including the only James Stirling

academic purposes.
As the oldest university in Scotland
(1410) and one of three oldest in the UK,

Early St Andrews is thoroughly

project in Scotland.

researched but recent development is also
well documented due to local pioneers in

Ian Stuart Campbell Hon FRIAS
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Timber Award Winner Blakeburn by A449 LTD
© Matthew Johnston

Events and Exhibitions
ABC Routes by NADFLY
3rd December – 8th January
Gallery 2, The Lighthouse

drawing on the awards of eight national

of project – from small to large and from

organisations. The exhibition will be at A449

domestic to commercial, the challenge is to

Architects in Portobello, Edinburgh until 18th

show how suited the use of timber is to the

This exhibition looks at ABC Routes – a

January and will be open between 10am-4pm.

development of new architecture in Scotland.
The exhibition showcases the winning

project that breaks new ground for public art

and shortlisted entries from across Scotland.

are attached to lampposts to create an

Best Use of Timber Awards 2016
Exhibition
19th December 2016 – 31st March 2017
Level 2, The Lighthouse

evolving set of new routes for the community

As part of the annual RIAS Awards scheme,

and Wood for Good.

in Markinch to discover. Walkers and cyclists

Forestry Commission Scotland and Wood

can be inspired to discover new ways to the

for Good have combined to sponsor an

places they love and children are given safe

award aimed at encouraging innovative

Streets Ahead Tranent Mural –
Children’s Parliament

and intriguing routes from drop-off points to

and creative use of timber in new buildings

Throughout the Year of Innovation,

the school gate, while drivers are encouraged

in Scotland. The award seeks to stimulate

Architecture and Design 2016, StreetsAhead

to slow down.

greater appreciation of home grown timber

Tranent has been exploring children’s views

and its potential for use in construction, with

and experiences of their local community

Best of the Best – Portobello
9th December – 18th January (closed
between 21st December – 4th January)
A449 Architects, 266-268 Portobello High
St, Edinburgh EH15 2AT

added consideration given to thoughtful and

and built environment; examining how

appropriate use of different species.

these factors impact on children’s rights and

The touring Best of the Best exhibition

by integrating an artist-conceived strategy
into the architecture of the built environment.
Conceived by NADFLY, unique traffic signs

Technical competence is, of course,

This exhibition and publication have been
curated by Architecture and Design Scotland
on behalf of Forestry Commission Scotland

wellbeing. In response to this the children

paramount and the design and detail of

have created a fantastic mural – recently

how the timber is used was as much a part

presented to the UN – which will be on

of the assessment criteria as imagination

display at The Lighthouse in early 2017. Please

showcases award-winning buildings, places

and overall architectural excellence. There

check online for dates: www.ads.org.uk

and communities from the past five years,

is no restriction on building type or scale
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for more information:
www.ads.org.uk | exhibitions@ads.org.uk | @ArcDesSco

THE UNIQUE ‘DRUM’ DESIGN OF THE PENTLAND
OUTDOOR CENTRE IS ENHANCED BY VERTICAL
RUSSWOOD SCOTLARCH® CLADDING AND
STACKED WINDOW PANES, CREATING A STRIKING
ADDITION TO THE LANDSCAPE.
The brief for Oberlanders Architects was an exciting one:
to design a building with sound eco credentials married
to a strong sense of place. The stone wall base
course adds thermal mass to the building, while
the use of solar panels on the sloped roof offers a
sustainable solution to energy generation and
consumption. Scotlarch® contributed to
the building’s distinctive aesthetic whilst
offering the durability to withstand the
wet Scottish climate.

Architect:
Oberlanders Architects
Product:
Scotlarch® board on board,
vacuum coated
Profile:
Board on Board
Russwood Ltd
Station Sawmill
Newtonmore
Scotland
PH20 1AR
T: 01540 673 648
E: mail@russwood.co.uk
www.russwood.co.uk
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(more) What I did
on my holidays
Each year for the Autumn Quarterly we ask RIAS members the familiar
back-to-school essay question, “What did you do on your holidays?” As
with last year the rich and evocative reports we received were too many
for one issue. These pieces, held over from the last Quarterly demonstrate,
once more, that even on vacation, the vocation of architecture remains in
focus – for cameras, drawing/watercolour pads and minds.

20

above
Guest house, sauna and lake
opposite page
Sleeping platform made by Ali;
Aalto library building
All photos © Chris Johnstone
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Helsinki
Tampere, located between two lakes,

there were large sweet blueberries, growing

to Karoliina, we flew to Finland to meet

with the river running through the centre,

wild. By mid July mushrooms were beginning

her family. Arriving in Helsinki, we boarded

is currently Scandinavia’s largest inland city.

to appear. Alasdair built a wooden sleeping

an amazing train to Seinäjoki, with special

We visited the beautiful cathedral, housing

platform high up between four trees, though

carriages for people with young children,

interesting paintings. One, by Hugo Simberg,

23 hours of daylight meant less sleep.

adequate space for prams, play areas, bike

is two boys carrying an injured Angel. Could

storage, rooms for two or four people,

the Angel be symbolic of Finland? Finland,

city. Surrounded on three sides by sea it is

upstairs seating with roof glazing and working

ruled by the Swedish and Russian empires

easy to walk most places, but there is also a

WiFi.

only gained its independence in 1917. We

good tram network. Jugendstill architecture

also saw ‘the garden of death’, an unsettling

is the Finnish interpretation of Art Nouveau,

national housing exhibition, but also a tango

picture of dead people watering plants. A

with great variety in the facades in the centre

convention with 100,000 people anticipated.

Scotsman, James Finlayson, a Quaker from

of Helsinki, including the main railway station

Live music greeted us with people dancing

Glasgow, opened a huge brick textile factory

by Saarinen. The stone lantern bearers have

everywhere in the rain. We saw six Alvar Aalto

two centuries ago, powered by rapids. Now it

become the unofficial mascot of Helsinki.

buildings. I first saw this 31 years ago when,

houses cafes and art spaces.

After Alasdair, our son, became engaged

Seinäjoki was not only hosting the

as a student, I was inspired by his work. Now

We experienced a traditional summer

Helsinki is a wonderful, compact capital

Huge international cruise boats deposit
visitors early in the morning. 15 tourist buses

there is a new, inspiring, addition to Aalto’s

house in a forest at Isojärvi near Jämsa,

reached the Rock Church before us, making

iconic library.

sleeping in the quadruple glazed guest house,

it very busy. We visited the UNESCO world

complete with sauna and steps down to the

heritage site at Suomenlinna, a 15 minute boat

friend Ritva is the local headmistress,

lake. A composting toilet was situated away

journey. Originally military buildings, from

Finnish children start school older, have

from the two houses. The sauna was heated

different ages, some are now converted to

shorter days, longer holidays and were

by burning chopped wood in a large metal

other uses.

educationally rated world no 1 in 2012. At

stove. An invigorating smell rose as birch

6pm on Saturday evenings church bells peal

twigs tied together were plunged into water,

a good standard of living, miles of silver birch

signifying the weekend’s start. Sampling what

placed on top of the stove then used to hit

forests, 200,000 lakes, great care and love for

some condiser the world’s best gin, Napue,

the body. Afterwards, we dipped in the lake.

their environment.

Next, Lappajärvi, a village where my

with fever tree tonic, we discovered the

Water from the lake is used generally, but

enchanting Moomin characters, beautifully

drinking water is bought and lugged down the

drawn and enduring children’s stories by Tove

steep path from the road. Cans of beer are

Jansson.

traditionally drunk in the sauna. Everywhere

As a new country there is a social equality,

We shall be back ….

Lillian Johnstone FRIAS
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Balkan Travels
Flying into Sarajevo is dramatic as the city

All illustrations © Ian Parsons

is surrounded by mountains. Experiencing a
thunderstorm brings a deafening reminder
of the 1992-96 war, with Serbian artillery fire
pouring into the city. Much destruction has
been re-built but bullet holes remain.
There is a striking contrast between
the Ottoman old town with mosques and
markets and the Austro-Hungarian new town
four-storey high, neo-classical streets and
cathedrals. The layers of history are mixed up;
Bosnia retains local government Cantons.
Our host was a child during the siege and
her vocation is to show the city’s memorials
and scenes of destruction and resistance

Emperor Mosque

through her own experiences. Geopolitics
becomes personal; she describes her family’s
survival, partly due to the tunnel under the
UN controlled airport. The people of Sarajevo
now live peaceably.
The Emperor Mosque courtyard is a
delight, with welcoming staff, good coffee
and comfortable seating.
The Madrasah museum shows disciplined
spaces with clear roof geometry and simple
decoration around an open court. The
Orthodox church/museum has a fascinating
layered interior with stunning icons. Outside,
this courtyard is green with vines and the café
sells their own wine.
Montenegro was the highlight, with wild

Madrassah

limestone mountain scenery and quiet, single
track roads. The former capital Cetinje has
an elegant decayed centre with wide streets
lined with lime and linden trees and generous
civic spaces. The bay of Kotor is a beautiful
fjord and the old stone city was once the
centre of a trading empire. Tourists feast on
architecture and icons but infrastructure has
not caught up with the numbers of visitors
and cruise ships queue for a berth.
Our objective was the National Park of
Biogradska Gora, A former hunting forest
formed of volcanic rock gifted by Prince
Nikola Petrovic to become the world’s first
National Park in 1878. From our base in
Rector’s Palace
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Kolasin we explored the park and walked
from 1000m to the peaks at 2000m through
broadleaved forest and then pine and wild
flower meadows, with a wine hut en-route!
Croatian Dubrovnik is a jewel where
pedestrians are organised into lanes at
crunch points. It retains a magic. The city
wall walk and hole in the wall ‘Buza’ bars are
highlights. Memorials to the siege of 1991-92
occur throughout the centre.
Our hosts’ suburban home had views of
the Adriatic and islands. The house was selfbuilt over a 20 year period and adapted to
house children, young adults and then guests.
Orthodox Church

The family had two vegetable and fruit
gardens, kept chickens and enjoyed giving
fresh produce to their guests.
Nearby on the old main road, a steading
had been commandeered by the Italians
during World War 2 and converted into a fort,
looking convincingly medieval.
With gifts of fresh lemons, we resumed
our journey, avoiding main roads and driving
through stunning karst landscapes and walled
towns and villages with the occasional burnt
out isolated farmhouse.
Mostar in Herzegovina was developed as
an important trading centre for the Ottoman
Empire and was attacked in 1992 by Serbian

Italian Fort

and then in 1993-94 by Croatian forces,
Bosnia’s former allies. Destruction of the old
bridge was deliberate and the reconstruction
is well documented on site.
Our host re-built his house after the
war and welcomes guests with the produce
of his garden. His breakfasts were feasts,
sometimes served with his own rosewatera sensual start to the day! My favourite
architecture was the Ottoman merchant’s
houses, with stone ground floors, projecting
timber upper floors and tiled roofs. Designed
to encourage air flow through the public
spaces they are a richly decorated delight.

Mostar Old Bridge

Ian Parsons RIAS
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La Tourette and Ronchamp –
Darkness Punctured by Light

The other was a long involvement

you to make your own bed. I was up early

to have the opportunity to visit both La

with St Peter’s Seminary at Cardross. I first

and having filled my breakfast tray in the

Tourette and Notre Dame du Haut. The

visited it as an architecture student c.1975

refectory, I took a seat beside a man sitting

former holds a very special place for

and my memory is of a building that had

on his own. I asked if he had been before.

me, for two reasons. My contact with

been vacated, most of whose windows were

“Seventeen times” he replied. “What do you

architecture, pre-university, had been

complete, but where water was penetrating

come for?” I asked. “A week’s silence” was the

largely through visits to historic buildings

the ceilings, some of which were starting to

response.

with my parents. Arriving at Edinburgh

collapse. In my role at the Heritage Lottery

University in 1973, I found myself mixing

Fund, I had close involvement with the St

around an open court, but to which there

with architecture students with whom I

Peter’s restoration project. The connection

is no real access. One side accommodates

appeared to have some affinity. Reading

with La Tourette was obvious.

the chapel, two the accommodation (it

On our summer vacation, I was fortunate

La Tourette is a complex building, built

was built for 100 friars) and the fourth the

a book on Le Corbusier, I was particularly

The monastery still accommodates a

struck by the effect of the coloured light

dozen brothers, but also runs as a hotel. The

refectory and meeting rooms. On leaving the

canons in the chapel at La Tourette. That

accommodation is spartan, but comfortable,

refectory, I heard singing from the chapel, so

was one reason.

with a pile of clean laundry provided for

sat in on mass. The acoustics of the chapel
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left
Notre Dame du Haut
below
La Tourette
All images © Colin McLean Photography

are beautiful, with the voices of six brothers

Piano’s visitor centre, in that it interferes with

but the whole is inspirational. It was not as

easily filling the large volume. The chapel

the pilgrims’ route up the hill to the Chapel.

peaceful as La Tourette, as we arrived just

is a tall, dark space of bare concrete, with

Not having experienced that original route, I

after one musical performance and there

horizontal slits of coloured light, just above

thought the new centre suitably elegant and

were many people still milling about.

head height, along the long sides and daylight

discreet.

spilling in through a tall vertical slit in one

If La Tourette is the epitome of tectonic

These are two buildings that will not
disappoint anyone who visits. They are about

corner and a single roof light. In the side

architecture, Notre Dame is perfectly plastic.

complexity of form. For me, it is the chapel

chapel, three substantial light canons spread

There are straight lines, but they are few

interiors that impress the most, darkness

blue, red and white light into the black and

and far between. The billowing sail of the

punctured by light.

yellow painted interior. It is all very simple, but

roof dominates the external composition.

nonetheless stunning. I spent the morning

The chapel is dark inside, like La Tourette

with my camera, finding an endless sequence

and like its southern cousin, has light spilling

of interesting angles.

in through slits and coloured glass. The

We then drove north to Notre Dame
du Haut. There has been criticism of Renzo

southern wall is hypnotisingly beautiful. The
stained glass windows are individually simple,

Colin McLean
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Semur-en-Auxios

above
Quai d’ Armancon
left
Riverside villa;
Pont de Pertuisot
opposite page
Water lillies
All © George Cummins
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Like all professionals, no two architects

town is almost mythical in my mind, terrace

Throughout my career I prepared many

are the same but they all share much in

over terrace, rising above red tile roofs in the

‘artists impressions’ for projects. These

common. For my part, my aptitude for

honey glow of sandstone casting warm tones

would usually be measured and calculated

the work, like many I would guess, comes

on white render. The Armancon meanders

and thereafter coloured and completed to a

from a passion for the visual arts combined

lazily beside the leafy banks, reflecting the

well-established formula, the result virtually

with a keen engagement with for science

trees and the blue and white sky.

guaranteed. This ‘free painting’ however is a

and technology. However a demanding

The river rises in the Côte d’Or, south

wild roller coaster, as all you watercolourists

professional career often leaves little room

of Pouilly-en-Auxois but it is restrained by a

will understand I’m sure. The medium has a

for personal pursuits which are not directly

large dam, upstream of the town, to create a

life of its own and, once let loose, it does its

contributory to the immediate demands of

reservoir. Fortunately this is not visible from

own thing! Then, to cap it all, when you think

the business in hand.

the town but it most fortunately protects

you are finished, it changes as it dries!
Why do I do it? Because I am compelled

Of course there are always holidays

this historic landscape from the scourge of

and my wife and I have visited and stayed in

flash flooding so that the gentle river banks,

to, I see landscapes as paintings which I then

many parts of France over the years, often

bridges, stepping stones and pathways are

strive to create. This drive is reinforced by

a favourite destination, to savour the food,

safe for all time.

what I eventually do achieve. Then I collapse

wine, lifestyle and climate. In such benign

Finally comes retirement and an

and rest until that niggling urge rises again
and I have to have another go.

and leisurely surroundings I would take the

opportunity to fulfill those ambitions so often

rare opportunity to paint watercolours of the

set aside for more immediate concerns. I was

landscape and record details and images for

able to look out my work ‘en plein air’ and

knowing that having more time to play would

that day when I could devote time to painting

complete a set of five paintings to express

inevitably ‘improve my handicap’. However,

once again, as I used to as a young man.

my impressions of the atmosphere, almost

I simply got worse and worse till I realised

When I retired I also took up golf,

literally, of that magical place. It was not easy,

that my lack of success was not due to lack of

historic Bourgogne town of Semur-en-Auxois.

I have never found painting to be ‘relaxing’, in

practice but to lack of ability! I really hope this

This is a simply beautiful medieval town,

fact I find it immensely stressful and it rarely

is not true of my painting.

settled on a high promontory, overlooking

meets my inner approval.

One such holiday took place in the

the river Armancon. The memory of that

George Cummins FRIAS
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Modern Austria – In Search of Holl

As you enter the Steven Holl designed

plays a counterpoint to a hotel and spa

painted white and displaying the shutter mark,

Loisium Hotel you are greeted with a

rooted in a vineyard and intrinsically linked to

reminiscent of the Glasgow School of Art Reid

polished plaster wall adorned with the quote

its surroundings.

Building, is evident, juxtaposed with an earthy,

“… painters, sculptors, and designers driven

Completed in 2006 the hotel, of 82

wine colour palette. You can’t help but think

away by functionalism, will return from exile

rooms, offers visitors a way to engage with

of Holl’s simple sketches and watercolours

to be welcomed by architecture. Frederick J

architecture, landscape and of course, wine.

brought to life.

Kiesler Architect”. This is no ordinary hotel.

The hotel is viewed in the round,

The mesh layer wrapping the hotel is cut

somewhat alien, sitting atop the vines. The

to frame views of the village and longer views

of Langenlois, Austria, an hour or so from

language of Holl is expressive - materials

of the vineyards and countryside. It acts as a

Vienna, sits an extraordinary composition of

are honest, tactile and considered. Colour

light and unifying element to the solid, wine

contemporary architecture. A visitor centre

is measured and applied, the façade

toned, construction beneath.

and wine experience in concrete and steel,

manufactured but subtly layered. As you

serving as entrance to 900 year old cellars,

progress through the hotel shuttered concrete

Situated on a hill above the small village
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It is this architectural expression, fully
considered, that brings the building to life and
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All images © Martin McKay

Our tour encompassed Vienna from

it is not just architecture. Holl worked with

through the vines and beyond to the visitor

the Viennese Wittmann furniture workshop

centre. In this way the geometry of vineyard

Adolf Loos to Coop Himmelblau, Salzburg

to design the furniture. Simple pieces sit

rows connects the hotel, visitor centre and

with hints of modernity among the picture

alongside more architectural compositions.

cellars in one composition.

postcard town and of course the highlight

The mapping of the underground cellars

From the visitor centre you walk through

of Holl in Langenlois. In Austria we found a

is used to provide a rich motif in building,

a garden and descend into the cellars,

country proud of its architectural heritage

furniture and decoration. Architecture is

through the arches and vaults that underlie

but embracing modernity in a confident

connected to furniture and is linked to place.

the village to arrive back at the base of the

and ambitious way, not afraid to challenge

Everything is considered here.

visitor centre, an angled cube that rises from

convention. That Holl should produce such

earth skyward. It is a folly of sorts but part

a work, is testament to the ambition of the

pool and to the vineyards in which sit a series

of an architectural journey in which you are

client and civic leadership.

of sculptural pieces, which though sadly

richly rewarded.

Outside a landscaped courtyard links to a

neglected, offer joy as they weave their way

Martin McKay FRIAS
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Letter from Singapore
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All images © Richard Carr

At a time when most of the Middle East

for the sharpness of detail and cleanliness

to the Government’s policy that no-one will

and northern Africa are being destroyed

of the facades of its architecture. Its most

be homeless. But it is its recent buildings

by wars between different nationalities,

famous building is the Raffles Hotel - a

that attract the most attention. Many of the

religions, sects and tribes, visiting Singapore

conglomeration of Colonial style buildings

department stores along Orchard Road have

provides a lesson in how some 5.5 million

notable for their terracotta tiled and pitched

elaborate facades, including one composed

Malays, Chinese, French, English, Indians and

roofs and white verandas. The hotel even has

of large plates of glass set at different angles,

others can live in harmony. Perhaps because

a cast iron fountain made in Scotland in the

while an Art Deco block of 2002 has an

of its autocratic government, Singapore

1890s.

interior that could have been designed by

thrives on its diversity of people, culture

One of Raffles’ most important

Frank Lloyd Wright. It is the work of James
Adams Design and DP Architects.

and architecture, supported by an economy

appointments was that of George D.

notable for its lack of corruption, for its

Coleman, who was responsible for much

shipping, chemicals and electronics and for its

of Singapore’s landscape, notable for its

Singapore are the Gardens by the Bay and the

business and financial services whose hub is

numerous parks and distinct city quarters. In

Bay Marina Sands and ArtScience Museum,

second only to Tokyo in SE Asia.

the Chinese quarter, one can identify the five

both designed by Moshe Safdie in 2010. The

styles of chop houses that begins with squat,

Gardens features the Supertrees, 16 story tall

the British East India Company landed on its

two story buildings (1840-1900) and ends

vertical gardens designed to collect rainwater,

shores, Singapore was a nondescript fishing

with Art Deco (1930-60).

generate power and provide ventilation ducts

When, in 1819, Sir Stamford Raffles of

village. However, it soon became a major

On a much grander scale are the public

But the most spectacular part of

for the nearby conservatories. The adjacent

port within the British Empire, notable for

buildings, many of which have been turned

Bay Marina Sands complex has three double

having all its guns pointing out to sea when

into museums. Chief among them is the

towers, inspired by an upturned pack of

the Japanese invaded by land in 1942. Then,

Asian Civilisation Museum which started life

cards that are 57 stories high and contain

in 1963, it became part of the new Federation

as the Treasury building and was designed in

an hotel, conference suites, leisure and

of Malaysia and two years later, Singapore

a classical style by J.F.A. McNair and built by

business centres, restaurants and shopping.

became independent. Singaporeans have

convicts from 1864-1930.

The towers are topped by a huge, horizontal

good reason for thanking Lee Kuan Yew, its

Turning to Islamic architecture, the Sultan

member that crosses and unites them and

leading politician, for being such a successful

Mosque in the city centre (and close to Lau

contains the world’s largest and highest

state builder.

Pa Sat, Asia’s oldest cast iron market that was

infinity pool.

built in 1894) began life in 1824. The current

One last thing must be said about

It remains constant at 30-32 degrees

mosque was designed by the Irish architect,

Singapore. Because of its climate, the city

centigrade throughout the year, with humidity

Denis Santry and is an interesting mix of

never sleeps. Hundreds of people take to

readings often between 75-100%. The hot,

Middle Eastern and Moorish influences. It

boats at night to see the illuminated majesty

sunny climate is also interrupted by sudden

has a gilded dome whose base is made from

of its architecture.

monsoons of rain and intense thunder and

bottles.

Equally important is Singapore’s climate.

lightning. But they can be as brief as they are
spectacular.
The climate is responsible for Singapore’s
incredibly rich and varied vegetation and

When it comes to post-World War II
architecture, Singapore is notable for the
many, modern blocks of flats that surround
the periphery of the city and are a testament

Richard Carr Hon FRIAS
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RIAS Andrew Doolan Best Building
in Scotland Award 2016

Sarah Jane Storrie (Page\Park), Margaret Doolan Hon FRIAS, Willie Watt PRIAS, David Paton (Page\Park), Fiona Hyslop MSP and Marianne Partyka (Page\Park)
© Malcolm Cochrane

A splendid awards evening at the National

the Scottish Government’s gratitude for all

Museum of Scotland in Edinburgh,

that has been delivered through the Festival

thanks for going well beyond the usual

kindly hosted by Dr Gordon Rintoul CBE,

of Architecture in 2016.

demands of judging and giving particular

culminated in the presentation, by Cabinet

The following pages feature articles by

All of this year’s judges deserve particular

insights into this year’s award. The National

Secretary, Fiona Hyslop MSP and Mrs

the three judges, Iain Dickson PPRIAS, David

Museum as our hosts, the Doolan family,

Margaret Doolan Hon FRIAS, of the RIAS

Dunbar PPRIAS and Eleanor McAllister OBE

particularly Mrs Margaret Doolan Hon FRIAS

Gold Medal and a cheque for £25,000 to

Hon FRIAS, Director of RIAS Centenary. The

and the Scottish Government, particularly

Page\Park Architects for The Saunders

architects of the Saunders Centre summarise

Cabinet Secretary Fiona Hyslop MSP,

Centre, Glasgow. In her address, preceding

their project and Glasgow Academy tells us

are, again, thanked most warmly for their

the Award, the Cabinet Secretary expressed

about it from the client’s perspective.

continuing, hugely generous, support.

Supported by the Scottish Government

34

and Mrs Margaret Doolan Hon FRIAS
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Doolan 2016

All photos © Malcolm Cochrane

The RIAS Awards for 2017
will be launched in January
with a submission date
of late February 2017. As
ever, our awards will be in
tandem with the RIBA. All
entries will be eligible for the
Doolan Prize, RIBA category
awards and the Stirling Prize
in the usual way.
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winner
Saunders Centre, Science & Technology Building, Glasgow
Page\Park Architects

Chemistry

Biology

Physics

Foyer

Auditorium

Conservatory

The Architect’s Perspective
One of the formal legacies of our great

layering this circulation route with bays was

roof level. In plan form, the compositional

Scottish cities and towns is the interweave

explored, this time as cut-outs and cut-ins to

quality emphasises a further Glasgow quality,

the building edge, rather than, more domestic

the idea of the emphasised corner in the form

scaled, add-ons to the facade. Occupied by

of the entrance, diagonally related to the old

backdrop
building and set piece statements.
10m

students for out of lab activity, study and

school stepped entrance.

The Glasgow Academy is one such mix,

break time, the classrooms, now glazed

sitting on the steep banks of the River Kelvin,

to these passages, become embedded in

building is conceived as an architectural

its central focal point pavilion edges the

the social academic life of the pupils. As a

collaboration between the institution and

sweep of tenemental housing to the west.

consequence, academic activity is no longer

its urban hinterland, a blend of flagship and

Consolidation of the school campus offered

seen as closed but participates in a more

backdrop. This finds echoes in the parallel

the opportunity to jump the street into that

modern open ended relationship – living with

spirit of collaboration and engagement of

tenemental fabric, in the form of a new

science as part and parcel of everyday life.

the school, its pupils, teachers and parents

and juxtaposition of uses within the urban
oss Section through Auditorium
fabric in a remarkable townscape blend of

science and technology building, a building

The ground floor forms a plinth to this

Now named the Saunders Centre, the

and the overall intention to achieve a richer

that would repair the tenemental fabric but

activity above, consisting of a generous street

embedding and highlighting of the role

at the same time echo the individuality of the

facing foyer supporting wider community

of science in the evolution of our wider

original building.

use, that wraps around the sculptural elliptical

environments.

In more normal circumstances, such

form of the shared school auditorium and

As an expression of our love of the city

buildings tend to arrange large science rooms

accompanying support facilities, including the

as we find and experience it, this new facility

along a central corridor. The dimensions

food technology lab.

attempts to platform the activities within as

of the corner tenement site limited that

For those brought up in the powerful

being part of that wider setting. If there is

opportunity, necessitating single loaded

urban Glasgow tradition, the desire to

a school lesson to be left with, it says, think

corridor access to these rooms. The

match the power and authority of its historic

about integration, merging and embrace of

opportunity was therefore taken to run that

built form, is manifest. Here, the reinforced

activity and place, not simply the project in

passage up against the south facing street

concrete structural frame is clad in a pattern

isolation.

edge in the form of circulation and classroom

of precast polished and honed finishes, in a

breakout through each of the three upper

modular assembly, that in section rises from

physics, biology and chemistry floors.

the ground floor, pilaster-faced, open foyer,

In a nod to the preponderance of bay
windows in the wider setting, the idea of

36

through a sequence of bay windows to a

David Page FRIAS

reinterpretation of the Glasgow dormer at

Page\Park Architects
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Saunders Centre, Science & Technology Building, Glasgow
Page\Park Architects
Plan © Page\Park Architects
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The Client’s Perspective
the first time, the school was “breaking out”

consideration of the campus. Page \ Park

and Technology Building – does not at first

of its historical West End campus and into the

Architects was appointed to develop, in

blush conjure images of something that may

immediate neighbourhood.

conjunction with the school fraternity, a

The Saunders Centre – a school Science

become an award winning design.

On the back of opening a new

development framework. Following close

Preparatory School in 2008 and then

liaison with Glasgow City Planning, a plan

gestation period (three - five years); a sound

being able to acquire two structurally

emerged to demolish and replace the old

financial plan; fulsome collaboration with

unsound tenement blocks on the corner of

tenements with a fit-for-purpose science

all stakeholders and an excellent and highly

Colebrooke Street and Colebrooke Place

building.

committed project team, has afforded the

(directly opposite the school’s main building),

opportunity to fully realise its potential. It

the Board of Governors wished to take stock.

its proximity to Great Western Road, the

is a building that transforms the way the

A 2020 vision was considered, compiled and

plan developed to deliver a sophisticated

school delivers education, providing inspiring

communicated – the essence of which was:

building akin to University labs and facilities.

facilities for generations of students and staff.

‘to do more for all our children by advancing

Major application status was adopted as a

our sport, arts, science, learning & teaching.’

methodology (the building is only 3500sq.m)

Any new building was to embody these

given the neighbourhood and local statutory

However, like many things in life: a decent

Glasgow Academy’s history of building
has seen at least four new builds over 20
years. But this time it had to be different. For
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aspirations which, in turn, led to a wider

Given the prominence of the site and

bodies/civic trusts. This was welcomed and
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ensured that best practice consultation

building. At its heart is a 175-seat multi-

polished and etched facades, use of Krion

occurred. Page \ Park was appointed as

purpose auditorium specified to theatre

in bathrooms and comprehensive signage

scheme architects and the framework was

standard by Theatre Plan. It offers permanent

package including an alumni photographic

lodged with the Council. A number of open

raked seating, superb acoustics and state-of-

gallery, spanning 150 years. These all help

evenings and events were held, together with

the-art audio/visual technology, including 3D

create a wonderful building.

dialogue with all local politicians. Consent

cinema – used as an important teaching aid,

was granted in summer 2012.

with over 300 3D educational programmes

‘The new building has made a massive

available.

difference. The atmosphere helps you

The students and staff have played a
particularly important role in designing this

Perhaps insignificant on their own, but

As one 14-year-old pupil commented:

study. Everything works exactly as it should.
Definitely worth the money!’

building, both through regular consultations

truly significant in combination, are the great

with the Pupil School Council and through

number of small design details such as clean

focus groups of student volunteers who

Scandinavian-styled, interior finishes, use

contributed their ideas to Page \ Park.

of washed oak throughout, large format

Spaciousness, flexibility, extensive use of

porcelain tiles, vorwerk organic flooring,

glass and study and social/networking areas

iGuzzini light fittings, Skyframe doors

Bryan Duncan

have governed the front elevation of the

leading to the rear garden space, Techcrete

Lead Governor for the Project
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1 West Regent Street

City of Glasgow College

© Neale Smith

© Edmund Sumner

1 West Regent Street, Glasgow
Ryder Architecture

a bright contemporary and flexible working

The garden provides a cloistered edge to the

environment. One West Regent Street is

river and has an immediate connection with

It was with a sense of anticipation we visited

a highly contemporary design which is a

the city whilst the seven storey atrium is at

1 West Regent Street, Glasgow. Generating

valuable addition to Glasgow’s cityscape.

the centre of this vibrant building, allowing
intuitive orientation of the building and the

135,000sqft of Grade A office accommodation

City of Glasgow College, Riverside
Campus
Reiach and Hall Architects with Michael
Laird Architects

city.

Located at the edge of a major crossing of

We will also remember for a long time the

system and coloured unitised cladding, this

the River Clyde the site signals a significant

pleasure of returning to our childhood after

bold façade allows one architectural language

gateway into the city and creates a

being offered the opportunity to play a being

to wrap the entire building in a design

memorable new landmark on the Glasgow

‘captain’ steering a vessel in ‘dodgy weather’

solution which respects its city centre setting.

skyline. The campus contains the Faculty of

whilst leaving Chelsea Harbour, New York on

The building is a series of components

Nautical Studies and the Faculty of Building,

the College’s, industry leading, simulator.

connecting key Glasgow buildings; the Odeon

Engineering and Energy, and also provides a

Art Deco corner and James Millar House on

198 bed hall of residence.

with ground floor retail and restaurant uses,
the development successfully overcomes the
challenge of preserving a Glasgow landmark
building.
Clad in a bronzed metallic curtain walling

West Nile Street.

Organised around two new civic squares

The design is inherently focussed on the
delivery of a high quality, sustainable facility
which makes a significant civic contribution.

Lairdsland Primary School, Kirkintilloch
Walters and Cohen

We were struck by the quality of the

– a cloistered garden and a grand hall – it is

It was informative to visit this welcoming

internal spaces which, virtually column free,

evident that these social spaces encourage

and vibrant school whilst the children were

offer 360 degree views of the city and create

students to mix and engage with the city.

occupying and enjoying every corner of its
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Lairdsland Primary School

Castle MacLellan Foods Limited

© Dennis Gilbert

© David Barbour

space. The location of the building on the

facing, double-volume windows allow

and welcoming frontage for the business that

site is key to its success. Set parallel to the

visibility into the heart of the school, acting

fully embraced their picturesque riverside

adjacent Forth and Clyde Canal the two

as an advertisement for the creativity of the

setting. It is immediately evident that the

storey building has semi-open plan learning

pupils.

brief was achieved. The new reception block

spaces with double height glazing on the

It was agreed by all that Lairdsland is an

to the street edge adjacent to the river bank

canal side which faces north and internal

excellent example on current thinking in the

provides a point of arrival for both staff and

glazed screens to the classrooms. This

design of schools.

visitors. This building then rises up to become
a bridge which spans above the main goods-

provides views across the water and creates

in access area, linking into the upper level of

and outdoor learning with every classroom

Castle MacLellan Foods Limited,
Kirkcudbright
Taylor Architecture Practice Ltd (T.A.P.)

having a covered outdoor learning area. The

Our first visit on day two was to Castle

panels it has a dynamic and distinctive profile

school creates a strong presence towards

MacLellan Foods on the banks of the

and where the cranked geometry of the

the towpath and adjacent marina, creating

River Dee. A building form that does not

bridge meets the orthogonal geometry of the

a sense of community within this industrial

always receive the design care and input

reception building large glazed panels provide

area.

it deserves. Our discussions with the

outstanding views onto the River Dee.

a light and spacious environment throughout.
The design encourages both indoor

The building is timber clad to the canal’s

high importance they placed to creating a

and trees, whilst the internal colours, vibrant

pleasurable and attractive work environment.

populating the adjacent marina. The north

Clad in profiled metal cladding and Reglit

factory’s management team showed the

edge which softens its impact on the water
red and yellow, resonate with the boats

the existing factory.

The project brief was to extend the
production facility and create a new open

David Dunbar PPRIAS
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Blakeburn
© Matthew Johnson

Blakeburn, Roxburghshire
A449 Ltd

scorched larch. The internal strip-out enabled

its illustrious former owner, the silversmith,

double height spaces throughout, giving the

William Kirk, to create a place where the

Blakeburn Cottage is nestled in a quiet

building its wonderful feeling of light and

family could come together and enjoy

wooded area near Melrose in Roxburghshire

space. This was reinforced by the extensive

cooking, dining and living in a contemporary

and is a unique and elegant home, created

use of roof lights and large picture windows

space. The brief was also to ensure energy

through the transformation of a mid-20th

along the south elevation, which frame

efficiency, to be respectful of the building’s

century dwelling.

fabulous views of the surrounding woods

historic fabric and to help integrate the house

and capture the mesmerising light filtering

better with its small garden space.

The client works from home and the
challenge was to provide a series of rooms
which would facilitate the separation of

through the trees.
All in all, we felt that Blakeburn was

We felt that every square inch of available
space was used imaginatively in the design

work and domestic activity while ensuring a

an innovative transformation to provide a

of this extension. The re-use of the two-

cohesive relationship between the spaces.

stunning structure, completely at one with its

storey service outshot at the back enabled

The studio to the east of the building is linked

setting and one which provides a wonderful

the provision of a new cantilevered stair

to the living and dining areas by a top lit

place in which to live and work.

under a frameless triple glazed roof light. This
facilitated a link between the kitchen and

corridor on the north elevation which also

“Its bigger on the inside”, Edinburgh
David Blaikie Architects

the master bedroom through a glass bridge,

approach taken where the footprint was

The rear extension to this ‘B’ listed Victorian

the upper level overlooking the garden - a

extended with minimal impact on a very

townhouse is part of a refurbishment of

modern Juliet balcony.

sensitive site through the use of a restrained

the whole house. The desire was to use

materials palette, including overcladding in

the kitchen, at one time the workshop of

serves as a small gallery.
The judges were very impressed by the
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which also gave access to a small terrace at

The entire structure is scrupulously
detailed and reduced to the absolute
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left:
“Its bigger on the inside”
© Paul Zanre

above:
Zinc House
© Mark O’Connor

We enjoyed the freedom of movement

minimum: the frameless glazing and triple

its inspiration. The house presents as a

glazed sliding leaf accessing the garden

composition of internal and external spaces,

in the large ground floor and its easy access

ensure an almost flawless view to and

unified by the material of its roof. The

to the outside areas. We liked the referencing

from the garden; and the entire structure is

cladding material underpins this unifying

of the local building typology and material

supported on a single stainless steel circular

approach being a single skin of ‘betongrau

in the design concept. We were also very

column.

zinc’, the colour of which reflects the chlorite

impressed by the close relationship between

mineral found in the local stone of so many

architect and client in the development of the

nearby buildings.

brief. A particular delight is the achievement

Despite this purity, the space for the
family is still warm, inviting and beloved by
them, we felt that the design more than met
its technical, aesthetic and emotional brief.

The house is built over one-and-a-half

of a balance between the use of glazing to

storeys and forms one part of four elements;

maximise the enjoyment of the view with the

the car port, garage with office and an

drive for energy efficiency.

Zinc House, Angus
LJR+H Chartered Architects

entrance courtyard forming the other three.

The third and final residential project we

a single free flowing ground floor space with

viewed could not have been more different

extensive use of glazing and access to outside,

from the Edinburgh extension. Set in an

sheltered, landscaped areas. This is countered

agrarian landscape in Angus, the purpose

by a more formal room layout on the upper

built, eponymously zinc clad house sits on

floor. The workspace over the garage provides

the footprint of a collection of abandoned,

a contemporary office with views stretching

pitched roofed sheds. It is from this typology

out over the countryside and is an inspirational

that the design of the new building takes

work environment for the clients.

The fantastic south facing view is embraced by

Eleanor McAllister OBE Hon FRIAS
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Forsinard Lookout Tower
© Maciej Winiarczyk

Forsinard Lookout Tower, Sutherland
Icosis Architects

is approached via a boardwalk through the
Flows National Nature Reserve. With its

Helensburgh Town Centre Public Realm
Austin-Smith:Lord LLP

The Flow Country is the largest area of

back to the road, the building’s purpose is

Helensburgh is one of five towns identified

blanket bog in Europe, an internationally

not immediately apparent. However as one

for ambitious regeneration by Argyll and Bute

important site which must be preserved.

reaches the viewing deck of the timber clad

Council. Its heart, in the form of Colquhoun

In order to do that effectively it is vital that

form its ‘raison d’ être’ is revealed. From

Square, had deteriorated to the extent that its

the public understands the significance of

ground and upper level viewing decks it is

condition was an embarrassment. Similarly,

preserving the Flow Country’s habitat and its

possible to experience a bird’s eye view of the

the seafront was neglected and unloved. It

role in the mitigation of climate change.

exceptional bog pools and the expansiveness

was recognised that both areas would have

of the Flow Country.

to be redeveloped to stimulate economic

The Forsinard Tower was developed by
the Peatlands Partnership. Established in

Locally sourced larch and Caithness stone

activity and enhance the ambience of the

2006 to manage the peatlands, the RSPB,

comprise the main external materials in a

town. The community was involved at all

Forestry Commission, SNH and Highland

design which “floats”, rather in the manner

stages of the development of the brief.

Council are all involved. The purpose of the

of an oil rig, above the sensitive peatlands.

development was to allow public access to

All materials were delivered to site using

£7million public realm project through

the peatlands to experience the peatland

helicopters to ensure the least possible

harmonising the relationship of pedestrian

pools at close quarters within the context of

disturbance of the site’s fragile ecosystem.

and vehicular movement, developing flexible

the greater landscape.
Icosis Architects’ solution is an elegant
piece of organic sculptural architecture. It
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public space for community events, festivals
and markets and providing new links to the
existing streets and West Bay Esplanade. The
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Helensburgh Town Centre Public Realm
© Keith Hunter

The Pyramid Viewpoint
© Andrew Lee

The Pyramid Viewpoint, Dunbartonshire
BTE Architecture

does not afford views of the building. The

of the original town through the use of tree
lines, soft landscaping and lighting. The

The Scottish Scenic Routes competitions,

Pyramid and the visitor’s view of the loch is

materials used are of exceptional quality.

promoted through the Construction Scotland

compressed by a narrow tunnel through the

Innovation Centre, provide a wonderful

sculpture itself. After passing through the

Museum, celebrating Helensburgh’s history

opportunity for young architects to

tunnel the grandeur of the loch is revealed.

by utilising the new bollards in the Square as

showcase their talents. Launched in 2013, the

On turning round the Pyramid reveals itself.

museum plinths – whilst serving as bollards

programme aims to boost tourism through

to control traffic at the same time. The

the development of visitor attractions in rural

but a very sophisticated one. Two rising

museum will be expanded and developed

locations. A number of projects have come to

converging walls contain tiered seating,

online over many years to come.

fruition since the start of the scheme.

providing an opportunity for the traveller to

layout of the scheme reflects the grid pattern

An unusual feature is the Outdoor

The result is a restrained, simple,

One of these is the Pyramid Viewpoint

path eventually lines up on axis with the

At its simplest this is a viewing platform

rest and soak up the dramatic vista. This is an

elegant town centre and seafront which has

located within the Loch Lomond and

homogenous piece of sculpture crafted out

engendered civic pride in Helensburgh’s

Trossachs National Park. The park authority

of larch. It most certainly enhances the visitor

residents. Feedback is very positive – the

oversaw the execution of the project on site.

experience.

investment will provide long lasting tangible

Whilst the building can be seen from a

benefits to residents and businesses alike.

distance, it is hidden at close quarters. It is in

Proof positive that investment in design

effect a sculpture - its name aptly describes

quality pays dividends.

its form. Located on a rocky promontory
it is approached via a winding path which

Iain Dickson PPRIAS
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clockwise from top left
Grey Gardens, DCA, Dundee
© Erika Stevenson

ArchiAttack Sketchtroop, Glasgow
© Sara Seravalli

Mirrored Pavilion, Aberdeen
© Richard Slater

Lego Model, National Museum of Scotland, Edinburgh
© Neil Hanna

Festival Reflections from the Chair
At the Grand Finale of the
Festival of Architecture 2016 in

“Exactly 100 years ago, a number of
distinguished Scottish architects met at
the instigation of the great Sir Robert

some years ago, would be a suitable way to
mark our centenary.
I want to give you a little bit of

Dundee on the evening of Friday

Rowand Anderson. That meeting formally

background on the extraordinary events of

18th November, the Chair of the

inaugurated the organisation that

this year which have taken place under the

would, in due course, become The Royal

banner of the Festival of Architecture 2016.

Incorporation of Architects in Scotland. The

Over the last ten months the Incorporation

Festival, David Dunbar PPRIAS,
spoke about the year. Here is
what he said:
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Royal ‘Incorporation’ gets its unusual name

has taken the lead on what has become

from the fact that it ‘Incorporates’ six area

the largest ever, year-long, Scotland-wide

Chapters: Aberdeen, Dundee, Edinburgh,

celebration of a single art form. It seems

Glasgow, Inverness and Stirling. Tonight

appropriate (mind you I am biased) that the

marks the conclusion of the public facing,

‘mother art’ of architecture has been at the

Scotland-wide, year-long Festival which

heart of our hugely ambitious programme of

the Incorporation and its Chapters decided,

events across Scotland.
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clockwise from top left
Home, Royal Scottish Academy, Edinburgh
© Douglas McCaffrey

Scotstyle Launch, Falkirk Wheel
© Malcolm Cochrane

Cities Expo, Edinburgh
© Malcolm Cochrane

Greyfriar’s Garden, Glasgow
© Jane Reid

Government’s designated focus year of

over 40 venues, has proven a great attraction

enthusiastic and engaged Chapters, the RIAS

Innovation, Architecture and Design. We

in itself.

would never have been able to achieve all

are eternally grateful to Cabinet Secretary,

Of course, even with the help of our six,

The Ideal Hut Show, 18 architect/artist/
designer restyled garden sheds visited

this on our own. We are immensely grateful

Fiona Hyslop’s insistence that the focus

to our over 150 partner organisations, to our

year’s title has “Architecture” right at its

Edinburgh, Glasgow, Dundee, Inverness

hugely generous sponsors, to the Scottish

heart.

and finished its tour in Perth in September.

Government and to both Creative Scotland

Scotstyle was the start. Launched in the

Visitor numbers for this playful take on
what architects do numbered in the tens of

and Visit Scotland, all of whom have helped

spring, this exhibition, of Scotland’s best 100

tremendously to deliver this very special,

buildings from the last 100 years has toured

thousands. You will be pleased to hear that

year-long, celebration.

Scotland for the whole year in three separate

all of the huts have a sustainable afterlife

versions. The superb accompanying book

in various community and charity venues
around its last location in Perth.

I want to give you a short, end of term,
report on the Festival of Architecture

has been a bestseller. Our ‘pimped up’ 1979

2016 and all it has achieved. This Festival

VW Moonraker Camper Van, which, by March

of course sits within the Scottish

next year, will have taken the exhibition to

Some of you may have visited the
Pop-up Cities Expo in Edinburgh’s Mound
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clockwise from top left
Out of Their Heads, Scottish National Portrait Gallery, Edinburgh
© Malcolm Cochrane

Oor Wullie, Dundee
© Chris Scott Photography

Thinking About the Box, Stirling
© Emma Gray Photography

Ideal Hut Show, Glasgow
© Martin Shields

Square between mid-June and mid-July. That

imagination of the architect. That major

at the special Festival price of only £10!) was

little show of pavilions by Bergen, Dundee,

show, which has already drawn over 100,000

launched by Ms Hyslop.

Edinburgh, Rotterdam and Vilnius was

visitors, continues at the Portrait Gallery until

expected to attract an audience of 30,000.

5th February 2017 – hopefully some of you

highlights within this year’s Festival.

In the event it brought over 115,000 visitors.

may manage to take it in if you are visiting the

Across Scotland, the Festival and its local

Those pavilions too have an afterlife, with

Capital.

Scottish Canals proposing to re-build the

In Glasgow’s Lighthouse, our science-

I have touched upon some substantial

partners have delivered over 460 events
and mini festivals, including, in purely

fiction meets architecture show, Adventures

alphabetical order (and to the tune of

in Space, featured over 190 newly

The Proclaimers, Letter From America) at

Galleries of Scotland contribution to the

commissioned drawings and attracted

Arbroath, Campbeltown, Colonsay, Cove and

Festival, the National Portrait Gallery

over 21,000 visitors. An updated version,

Kilcreggan, Dalkeith, Dumfries, Dunfermline,

exhibition, Out of Their Heads, celebrates

with even more drawings, followed for the

Eyemouth, Findhorn Bay Festival, Brodie

the simple thesis that buildings, like any

Finale in Dundee at West Ward Works. The

Castle in Forres, Helensburgh, Inverness,

other work of art, originate in the creative

superb book of the same name (a bargain

Kirkcaldy, Kirkcudbright, Lerwick, Milngavie,

Bergen pavilion beside the Kelpies.
Another Edinburgh event, the National
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Festival of Architecture
clockwise from top left
The People’s Tower, Dundee
© Dundee Institute of Architects

Adventures in Space, The Lighthouse, Glasgow
© Malcolm Cochrane

Mini City, Land of Giants, Inverness
© Andrew Tognarelli

Maggies’ Culture Crawl, Edinburgh
© Bill Fleming

Oban, Portree, Selkirk, St Andrews,

such national celebration has visited. More

almighty hangover – before we inaugurate

Stornoway, Stromness, Ullapool and Wemyss

importantly, we hope it has engaged people

the first of our new, annual, month-long

Bay. We have even ventured over the border

with architecture and will encourage them

Festival of Architecture programmes, next

to Carlisle and Northumberland.

to demand better for the future. Our original

September – a truly meaningful legacy of an

target for audience and participants was half

amazing event.”

As part of the enduring impact of the
Festival of Architecture, the website, Under

a million. Still awaiting some totals and with

One Roof, funded by housing associations,

events still happening until February 2017, we

David concluded by sincerely thanking all of

factors and all of our local authorities, will be

have already clocked up over 1.2 million. That

those who have helped to make 2016 such

an invaluable free resource for tenemental

is an extraordinary number.

an extraordinarily, special and successful

and shared occupancy dwellers for years to
come.
We sincerely believe that this yearlong, Scotland-wide Festival has been truly
that. It has reached places that no other

This Festival has got people talking. It has

year.

enthused and engaged huge audiences. It
has been spirited, imaginative, educational,
architectural – and fun!
And in 2017 we all propose to have an
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Jim McColl MBE Hon FRIAS Opens RIAS Centenary Garden
On a crisp early November afternoon, when

and Corten pond, which, come the warmer

pleached beech trees. It was not lost on the

a spark of sun from low on the horizon lit

weather, will enhance the views from our

gathering for the inauguration of the garden

briefly upon the walled back garden at 15

sub-basement meeting room and provide

that our guest of honour, Jim McColl MBE

Rutland Square, our President, Willie Watt

a new amenity for staff and members to

Hon FRIAS, was being asked, perhaps for the

and a small group of members, staff and

enjoy. Given that, for much of the year, our

first time in his long and highly distinguished

special guests assembled. The occasion,

back garden is a sunny haven throughout the

career, to officially open a genuine beech

after several weeks of endeavour by our

day, the possibilities for lunchtime drinks,

grove.

contractor Lindsay Davidson, was the formal

pre-meeting gatherings or even informal

opening of the little garden which has been

meetings are considerable.

created in permanent celebration of the RIAS’

Among the guests gathered on the

With his usual aplomb and good humour,
the UK’s favourite gardener (as voted on by
the general public) duly unveiled the brass

2nd November was the garden’s designer,

plaque which commends him (including

Thomas Hamilton RIAS. The Incorporation,

the Honorary Fellowship awarded to him

of the new RIAS garden was not without its

after Thomas had won the open design

that very same day) commemorates the

challenges. Although, as our, below ground,

competition for the garden, had engaged him

centenary, credits the garden’s designer and

garden space testifies, the fall of the land

on a partial service basis. Once the detailed

marks the last area of the RIAS HQ to be

upon which the RIAS HQ is built is fairly

designs had been agreed with the contractor

restored and upgraded.

dramatic from front to back, the fall of the

(and specialist investigation of appropriate

A quinquennial review of the RIAS

garden space itself was a very gentle incline

paint finishes for lining Corten steel ponds

premises is due next year. That activity will

in the other direction, from the back wall

had been undertaken) management on site

coincide with the less technically challenging

towards the building. Our builder’s optimistic

and delivery was his client’s responsibility.

architectural activity of sitting out in the sun.

estimate was that perhaps 10 tonnes of soil

Happily, Thomas and his landscape advisor,

and spoil had to be removed to level the site.

his partner Rory Wilson, both seemed

In the end the figure was closer to 30 tonnes,

delighted by the quality of what had been

all of it hand-dug and craned out over the

delivered.

centenary.
As with all small projects, the creation

rear fence.
What has been created, however, is a
little haven complete with planted perimeter

The planting of the garden, designed to
provide year-round green and splashes of

Neil Baxter Hon FRIAS

colour, is delineated by eight, large specimen,

Secretary & Treasurer
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Bordering on Genius
Our Festival of Architecture 2016 prompted an extraordinarily diverse

Scotland, honouring the late Gareth Hoskins and hosted by the Royal

range of events. The intention was always to major on engaging the

Scottish Academy.

broadest possible public. Exhibitions like Scotstyle, The Ideal Hut

The celebration of Peter Womersley’s work, under the inspired

Show or Adventures in Space were intentionally overtly populist and

title “Bordering on Genius” appealed strongly to a specialist audience

have connected with a huge audience. Greater engagement with

drawn from the membership of the Architectural Heritage Society

architecture and what architects deliver for their clients and for society

of Scotland and the Incorporation’s own members. Womersley is,

can only be beneficial.

without doubt, one of the great creative figures from the latter half of

Inevitably, a Festival which has embraced over 460 separate events
and drawn an audience of over 1,200,000 has also generated events

the 20th century in Scotland.
For over a year, a little group of historians, representatives of

aimed at specialist and academic audiences. And rightly so. It has been

Historic Environment Scotland (HES) and Womersley aficionados,

one of the great virtues of this year’s celebration that it has mixed the

chaired by the erudite and enthusiastic architectural photographer,

fun of the Dundee Institute of Architects’ crazy golf with the erudition

Colin McLean, have met every month at the RIAS. The plan was to

of an excellent series of talking heads events at the Royal Museum of

deliver a Saturday morning seminar, followed by an afternoon tour
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Peter Womersley

opposite page
Gala Fairydean FC Stand, Nether Road, Galashiels
above
High Sunderland, Selkirk
© Colin McLean

of Womersley’s work. Particular thanks are due to both Colin and

programme also asserted the primacy of modernism in the delivery of

to Eleanor McAllister, the Director of the RIAS’ Centenary. Their

Scotland’s brave new world.

endeavours went above and beyond.
On a sunny Saturday 1st October, the seminar kicked off in the

This modernist revolution was not without its critics. Watters quoted
the architect John L Paterson’s critique of the monotony of the modernist

National Gallery’s fine lecture theatre with a presentation by Diane

urban landscape, ‘logic carried to the brink of insanity’. However,

Watters from Historic Environment Scotland (HES). She announced at the

the masterplanning of new communities, including Diane’s native

outset that, as her role was to describe the context, she wasn’t going to

Cumbernauld (who knew?) presaged a visionary new approach. While

show pictures of Womersley’s work. That task she would leave to others.

much of this has subsequently been criticised or even erased, there was

Watter’s thesis was wide ranging, describing the introduction of
continental modernism to Scotland, led by, among others, Sir Robert

much which improved the quality of life for Scots then and since.
The second presentation of the morning was from Dawn

Matthew and Alan Reiach. The massive, Post World War II, public

McDowell, Deputy Head of Listing at HES. Rather endearingly,

housing expansion, a process substantially driven by the public sector,

McDowell described listing as providing “some form of legal protection

prepared the ground. New schools and a huge hospital building

through the planning system”. The vagueness of this statement
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below
Bernat Klein Design Studio, Selkirk
Monklands Leisure Centre, Coatbridge
right
Roxburgh County Buildings, Newtown St Boswells
© Colin McLean

undoubtedly chimed with the views of many in the room on the ever

the late Charles McKean who had first prompted Simon Green (also

diminishing powers of our listing and enforcement regime.

of HES) to look at the work of Womersley who Green described, not

McDowell’s presentation on changing tastes and the evolution of

without irony, as “an international architect who happened to be based

understanding of the importance of modernism was careful, informative

in Gattonside”. Green’s insights to Womersley the man, were significant

and revealing. She eluded to how the potential listing of Morris and

with a story about the need for the exact placement of bedroom

Steedman’s Avisfield (thankfully now properly A-listed) resulted in political

slippers indicating at least a tendency towards OCD in the great man.

threats to suspend listing in Scotland. Happily, however, Womersley’s

Green’s thesis defined Womersley’s endeavours as a progression

Gala Fairydean Stadium which she showed with its glazing intact (rather

from ‘additive to subtractive’ architecture. He included some gems; a

than, as now, obscured by advertising hoardings) is listed, following the

system-built house which the owners, for no known reason, named

good example of Archibald Leitch’s Ibrox, the first football stadium thus

‘Sharon’ and a press description of Womersley as “a modest, near

recognised in Scotland. Her closing comments were upbeat, reflecting on

monosyllabic architect”, being among the highlights.

the present day focus on individual merit, rather than any stylistic bias.
The third speaker of the morning started off by paying homage to
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The architect Simon Henley’s considered exploration of
Womersley’s brutalism reflected Marcel Breuer’s commentary that
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Peter Womersley

above
Nuffield Transplantation Surgery Unit, Western General Hospital, Edinburgh
© Colin McLean

concrete was “not a sweet material…” but one which was more
expressive of structure than almost any other. Many of Womersley’s

have fulfilled, in Wober’s words, “everything he was born to do”.
Unfortunately, after a protracted and painful design gestation,

later buildings exploited the capacity for expression of in-situ concrete.

Womersley’ scheme for Edinburgh College of Art was simply not to be.

Amongst his later houses Collingwood in Camberley, Surrey for

Drawings and models of the Edinburgh scheme survive but his built

his brother, allowed Womersley the freedom to fully explore the

masterpieces, with the exception perhaps of what remains visible of

expressive potential of the material.

the Nuffield Transplantation Surgery Unit, are much more modest in

The final speaker in a lively, varied and hugely entertaining

scale and mainly to be found in the Scottish Border country where,

morning, was another architect, Rebecca Wober who considered

for much of his life, Peter Womersley made his home. That was where

Womersley’s international career. His travels took him to Hawaii,

most of those who had attended the morning seminar headed by

Hong Kong, Jamaica and South America. After delivering a number

tour bus for an afternoon of yet more revelations of this extraordinary

of impressive, large scale, international works, Womersley ultimately

modernist genius and adoptive Scot.

arrived back close to where he had undertaken most of his life’s work,
hoping to deliver a major project which, had it been realised, would

Neil Baxter Hon FRIAS
Secretary & Treasurer
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Students
The continuing debate about the efficacy and the direction of travel of architectural education in Scotland is the focus of the piece by
Professor Gordon Murray PPRIAS which arises from detailed discussions between Professor Chris Platt FRIAS, Gordon Smith FRIAS,
Convenor of RIAS Education and himself. Student-led endeavour, like the lecture series at the Mac described here, makes a huge
contribution to the vitality of Scotland’s architectural discourse.

Students viewing the Presence of the Real Exhibition
© Roisin Tinneny
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Education for a Smarter Profession
In the summer edition of the RIAS
Quarterly, President, Willie Watt
re-emphasised his concerns about
the effects on the future of the
profession caused by the current
state of public procurement and
architectural education. In order

“

All major changes in
our visual environment
are signs of a
concomitant change
in our technical,
economic and scientific
paradigms

”

to continue this debate and with

Mario Carpo

specific reference to architectural
education, Gordon Murray PPRIAS

Perspecta 48 : Yale University

planning. This separation of artist from
artisan has gone full circle, not returning to a
renaissance ideal, those days of the architect
as master are long gone, but understanding
craftsmanship as a fundamental in creative
thought. As such perhaps we need to return
to basics or to a set of basic precepts.
In 2012, ARQ published my paper,
“Education for a Smarter Profession” this was
followed by the presentation of an edited
version at the RIAS Convention, which was
itself published as an RIAS Practice paper
– “The Profession and Pedagogy”. It set out
some ideas as to how we as a profession
could respond to shifts in society- in the

The foundations for today’s profession

economy, in the construction industry and

has submitted the following

were laid by Brunelleschi when he sought to

thus in the profession, to make it more

paper “Education for a Smarter

differentiate, purely by ability, the architect

effective and in education to better support

from the artisan or craftsman. The realisation

a wider view. Assuming this change was ours

of architecture became a mathematical

to make, that it was within our gift, that all we

Profession” to stimulate further

construct - geometry and perspective and

had to do was to reinforce its urgency was

discussion.

the truly innovative orthogonal projection

completely erroneous.

of the plan. In his essay “Do You Remember

I believe the last time my profession

The paper is the outcome of

Counter-Revolution - The Politics of Filippo

had a truly proactive opportunity to change

informal conversations, over the

Brunelleschi’s Architecture” (AA Files 71), Pier

its engagement with society was 1946

Aureli writes:

with Atlee and Beveridge and the new

past 12 months, involving Gordon
Murray, Emeritus Professor at
Strathclyde University School of

“Architecture is not just shelter but the

state. This condition was recognised by

representation of an idea of order and the

a new generation of architects: Holford,

systems that institutions impose so as to

Lubetkin, Leslie Martin and Robert

avoid disruption to that order”.

Matthew among them. By the RIBA Oxford

This is the counter-revolution, the early

Education Conference of 1958 this had been

Architecture and practitioner, Chris

15th century consolidating authority. Florence,

consolidated by a professional education

Platt, Professor and Head of the

no different from London or Frankfurt today.

system that served us well for perhaps 25

Thus Brunelleschi was, arguably, the very

years.
However, we must now ask the question

Mackintosh School of Architecture

first architect in the sense of being a clearly
recognisable professional figure whose

who will deliver the built environment of the

and practitioner and Gordon

agency was independent from that of the

future? The next generation of graduates are

Smith, RIAS Education Committee

builder. He disempowered the collective

savvier, have a strong moral compass and are

nature of building by reducing it to a singular

agile in digital networks. They are reinventing

set of ideas - the principles established by the

the “profession” of architecture in a way not

architect.

seen since Brunelleschi. Underlining that

chair and practitioner, to whose
article “Current Developments in
Architectural Education” in the

The plan, underlining the architect’s

there are as many architectures as there are

authority, also helped the administration

architects. Yet they remain nearly all served

of public works by permitting assessments

by that single educational model.
Since the days of an architecture and

Summer Quarterly 2015, this paper

of costs and programme; whilst imposing

can be seen as a response.

on the city a common rational system of

a profession in service of the state, we

measurement. No small detail in a city

have seldom been more than bystanders.

such as Florence. The beginning of urban

Change is happening with or without us
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– procurement, the digital movement, big

design as an analytical method of thought.

disruption in the eco-systems that supply

data, EU/Brexit. Rather than knee jerk, short

We are no longer sure what is at the core

architecture. Brought about by the change

term responses to these shifts, we need to

of architectural knowledge but if we define

wrought in 2007.

differentiate between these and the root of

it in terms of the absolutes it is surely

architecture, to agree some common ground.

about climate and history- the physical and

of scientific method. Understanding the

the cultural. At its heart, rational thought

phenomenon of “big data” and disruptive

attempted this and began to question our

- the art of drawing. Not the hegemony

innovation is now being recognised in

changed position. Ove Arup’s paper on the

of Brunelleschi’s plan but drawing as the

many professions. For example, the current

education of architects was written just two

generator of the idea. The recognition that

changes affecting the future of journalism.

years after the events of 1968. To quote the

the hand guides the brain. The hand creates

Market forces and emerging technologies

editorial of ARQ from Peter Carolin and MJ

the space to think.

now shape the demand for data journalism.

The Cambridge Conference of April 1970

Long, “In Paris, where architecture students

Again in 1970, Zhou Enlai, the Chinese

Big data marks a major shift in the history

The decision-making processes of media

helped rip up the streets, the last vestiges

premier at the time of Richard Nixon’s visit

organisations, struggling to remain profitable,

of the Beaux Arts system collapsed, while

to China during the cultural revolution,

adapt to changing consumer demands

in New Haven, where Paul Rudolph’s Yale

when asked about the impact of the French

and try to serve a new demographic that

architecture school was set on fire, advocacy

Revolution said it’s too soon to tell. Today’s

is increasingly global, wireless, mobile and

planning took over.” When they returned

post-Brexit students don’t have time to wait

socially networked.

to the studios and lecture rooms it was, to

to assess the longer term impact – it’s a

quote Arup, ‘sociology and the rest’ that the

luxury they can’t afford. They must act now.

practices foundation, identifies the

students wanted to learn about, “Today’s

This shift in thinking must also impact on the

architect’s value as an innovative disrupter.

students are deeply conscious of the ills of

profession. Many schools of architecture are

A fundamental shift in the practitioner as a

society – but sociology hardly features on

currently reappraising head-count in the face

“designer of solutions” professional. In reality,

their list of priorities. New enthusiasms –

of the unknown quantity of new overseas

building design for construction, is a separate

poetics, materiality and prosthetic machines

students. The loss of that market could be

specialised activity (not a core activity)

– have emerged”.

destructive.

which the architect may or may not choose

In his paper, Ove Arup then asked “Who is

In 1942 the Austrian, Josef Schumpeter,

The handbook, based on a disruptive

to practice. Thus we are first designers of

the client? Why are we building at all? To use

coined the term ‘creative destruction’-

solutions; then potentially engaged in the

the skills we have acquired to make a living by

capitals ability to reshape markets and

specialised role of designers of buildings. This

or, to make this planet a better place to live in

business models. “Incessantly revolutionising

fragmentation is already underway.

for ourselves, our children or mankind. There

the economic structure from within,

are many of our students who want to stress

incessantly destroying the old one,

suggested, “The disciplinary barriers are

the second aim.” Now, as then, students are

incessantly creating a new one.”

impenetrable. If these barriers in education

Some twenty years ago Tom Wooley

all globally aware, politically engaged and can

In the 1990’s Clayton Christensen,

were to vanish, the architect as benevolent

fill in the gaps, responding to individual needs

Professor of Economics at Harvard framed

dictator would vanish too. Instead students

and desired directions. They have become

a new view of creative destruction, defining

could arm themselves with useful tools and

used to that over the last ten years. Students

these events as disruptions – a level one

knowledge with which they could assist

“get” entrepreneurship, but by osmosis rather

disruption is a firm or practice making

a community.” I doubt this is a landscape

than by course direction, due to the attrition

improvements to an existing provider or

which many in academe would recognise

they face in continually seeking out ways

service. At level two it is the creation of a

today nor would our graduates when edges

of funding a quality education programme

new innovation that supports that market

are being blurred by those “practices” such

which they inevitably end up doing for

and industry – BIM? A level three disruption

as Assemble, who crossover into related

themselves. One way or another they pay for

is the almost total disappearance of a

fields of landscape, environmental art and

their education.

particular market. Following Christensen,

crafts, and were winners of last year’s Turner

Cliff Moser in the Disruptive Design Practice

Prize for a project focused on community

specialisms, they seek those absolutes- the

Handbook argues that the architectural

participation.

basic precepts; history, materials, culture,

profession is facing a level three disruption

Which brings us back to the schools

craftsmanship – making, understanding

– disruption in the education of architects,

and the difference between education and

making – design as a management tool,

disruption in the practice of architecture and

training. What is at the core of architectural

Today, I believe, above and beyond all the
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knowledge? From Brunelleschi it was the

or Part1 would permit establishing a practice

skills and techniques. The P3 training offers

production of buildings, then in modernism,

based P2 for those interested in that route.

the practice a second opportunity to fine tune

the production of space within and around

Even smaller practices could find a

them, then, following Arup’s argument, the

workable solution here. This does not

production of a better developed society.

presuppose only one form of foundation

Then, following Moser, the production of

degree; it could be architectural engineering

all architectures are seen as possible. A

ideas and futures. Of policies and systems.

or environmental sciences. Rather it provides

laboratory for architecture providing an open

The architectures of Yona Friedman and

for greater flexibility for any practice in fine

field for theoretical and technical positions

Buckminster Fuller or, of Christopher

tuning graduates to its needs. Yet it needs the

but applied to specific purpose. One route

Alexander as much as of Mies or Corb.

practitioner to be proactive in assessing that

may be to take advantage of this further

need. To participate in the process. That is

blurring of edges with the industry Ph.D

fundamental.

programme now offered by many universities

Just as there are as many architectures
as there are architects, there is no one

its talent as required, which is largely what
happens at present.

The M. Arch and/or P2 would develop

profession. Certainly no one model of

The Masters or Graduate school is where

and accept Part 3 as what it is - another stop

practice. Each model of practice needs to

the student further in myriad ways. The

on the road of lifelong learning. Practice does

determine its own requirements of a new

downside may be that this offers limited

indeed have to become smarter.

incoming talent. The general principle of

options within practice and consequently,

foundation courses equivalent to a BA or BSc

perhaps, risks an uncritical development of

Prof. Gordon Murray PPRIAS
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Mackintosh Friday Lecture Series
Architecture as a New Geography: Process, Craft & Culture
Now in its fourth year, the Friday Lecture

that aspires to be, a new geography in a

illustration of the variety of possibilities

Series Research Project provides Stage Four

Mendes da Rocha sense.

that come from studying architecture.

students the opportunity to develop a theme

Our first lecture was given by Anne

Riccardo Marini talked about work that Gehl

and curate the schools guest lectures in the

Schroell from Níall McLaughlin Architects.

Architects do across the planet to promote

winter term. It allows students to gain primary

She gave an excellent account of her

better design and use of public space.

source evidence for their dissertations while

practice’s fascinating approach and current

Sandy Wright presented Wright & Wright’s

simultaneously enriching the overall life of

work. Week two, we welcomed Neil Gillespie

work, demonstrating a continuation of the

the school.

from Reiach & Hall Architects and we would

ideas of his friends Andy MacMillan and Isi

like to thank him again for his generosity

Metzstein. Finally from Grimshaw, Deputy

Architects’ exhibition at David Chipperfield’s

throughout the process. The following week

Chairman, Andrew Whalley, presented a wide

Common Ground Venice Biennale in 2012:

Dr Neil Burford presented his work and

variety of projects that fully emphasised the

Architecture as a New Geography1. Grafton

the technical, live build, student-led nature

international export of the school.

had, in turn borrowed the phrase from 2017

project added another dimension to the

RIBA Gold Medal recipient Paulo Mendes da

series.

Our theme borrows from Grafton

From bonnie Dundee to Norway, Einar

Rocha.

Arranging the lectures was hugely
rewarding and the speakers provided
memorable insights. The series was, to us,

Jarmund from Jarmund/Vigsnaes, who spoke

an opportunity to rise above the curricular

– not the much-sung Venice with its beautiful

about practice from its outset. For week five,

parapet and engage. We hope, in the future,

palaces, but rather the sight of a new

Mark Major, principal of Speirs + Major gave

students and staff take more advantage of

geography.”

an intriguing lecture on the practice’s work in

this valuable asset to the school.

“An interesting example for me is Venice

2

This notion of architecture as physical

light. Peter St John, from Caruso St John gave

We study at the Mac to consider more

geography, as a continuation, a furtherance

a quiet and eloquent account of the practice’s

than just architecture. It is a privilege to be in

of history and culture, we found fascinating.

current work in line with our theme of

the position we are in, to have the luxury of

So, when deliberating our potential theme,

process, craft and culture. On week seven we

meeting respected figures of our field and

we discussed our interest in the process

welcomed Belgian Artist, Koen Broucke. His

have open discussions with them. Our plea to

of architects who might be creating such

research through painting was an excellent

future students is simple – engage!

architecture. Process, we thought, is a subject

change.

that students are constantly struggling to

From the eighth week on it became

realise, so early in their own creative journey.

an alumni affair, graduates returning to the

It was clear, the speakers had to make work

Mac to present their work. It was a fantastic

1 Francesca Serrazanetti and Fulvio Irace. Grafton Architects: Inspiration and Process in Architecture. (Tai Fai: Moleskine Spa, 2013) 22
2 Annette Spiro, Paulo Mendes da Rocha : Works and Projects. Zurich: Verlag Niggli, 2002

Euan Hardie
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All books reviewed in RIAS Quarterly are available to purchase from the RIAS Bookshop
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Carme Pinós – Architectures
Editor: Daniela Colafranceschi
Artifice Books; £34.95

I usually select a book after a long spell of
weighing up, but this was an impulsive choice.

in 1991, the character of her work changed.
The baroque footbridge at Petrer could

Malmö, it proves there are new ways to tackle
old archetypes.

I recalled Carme Pinós’s name from the years

be construed as Catalan in character, with

leading up to the Scottish Parliament, when

hints of Gaudi in its steelwork, but her recent

of Carme Pinós’s practice, from architecture,

we sought to find out more about Enric

work has a Scandinavian feel and Sverre Fehn

design, planning and craft to landscape. The

Miralles and his circle, but I knew very little

is acknowledged as an inspiration. That’s

Torreblanca Aromatic Park is a dry riverbed

about her work.

quite a journey and four projects stand out,

turned into a park, with fountains playing

for different reasons.

over stonework and beds of scented herbs.

It’s worth pointing out that Carme Pinós

A third scheme demonstrates the breadth

– Architectures isn’t a critical biography. There

A secondary school in Mollerussa in

are a few short essays interspersed through

Spain is disappointingly similar to some PPP

his little dog – both enjoying the coolness

the projects, but they don’t tell you a great

schools in Scotland, with the classrooms

of the morning – perfectly sums up what

deal about the person behind the work.

contained in cranked wings and an

landscape design should be about.

We discover a little about her student days

institutional corridor at its heart. It hints at the

Finally there is the CaixaForum in

and Rafael Moneo, who taught Pinós at the

fact that practices often have a dual character.

Zaragoza. Its looming presence takes up

Barcelona School of Architecture, contributes

There are inventive competition schemes

the final section of the book and is perhaps

a few words. However, all this material is new,

which everyone enjoys working on and

there to prove that Pinós is in the big league

in the sense that Pinós’s work hasn’t been

quotidian projects which bankroll them.

of architects who win high profile, cultural

widely published beyond Spain.

The Torre Cube in Guadalajara, Mexico

The photo of an old man in a straw hat with

buildings. Although it lacks the elegance of

is an unusual high rise, with a plan shaped

Moneo’s Kursaal at San Sebastián, it perhaps

1995 and many of the early projects are

like the symbol for radioactivity. It’s a strong

hints at a new direction for his protégée.

located in northern Spain. They embody the

concept which has been rigorously executed.

language of fragmented volumes, twisting

The fragments and ribbons of her earlier

subjects, and it was certainly worth taking a

ribbons of steel and stylised letterforms

work have been stripped away to reveal

punt on Pinós.

which Pinós developed with Miralles: but

something Louis Kahn might have built. Just

after they split personally and professionally

like Santiago Calatrava’s Turning Torso in

This book covers the two decades after
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David Lea – An Architect of Principle
Adam Voelcker
Artifice Books; £24.57
WISE Building, Centre for Alternative Technology, Machynileth 2002-2010 © Timothy Soar

I have long admired the work of David Lea

in mid-Wales and a number of competition

furnishing his whole being with a direct

and this book is a joy. The format is not the

schemes such as Pembroke College,

experience of nature, landscape and man’s

more usual biography but rather a series

Oxford and a new library at Darwin College,

place in it. Work has continued to come his

of conversations wherein Lea discusses his

Cambridge.

way. While generally eschewing the small

work and approach relaxing in his kitchen at
Ogoronwy in North Wales.
David Lea studied under Sir Colin St

However it is the many domestic scale
projects covered that really demonstrate
Lea’s philosophy at work. The plans, sections

practice diet of house extensions, many of his
projects have been small scale.
My own favourite is the artist’s studio in

John Wilson at the School of Architecture

and bird’s eye views show them to great

Somerset from 1984, formed out of woven

at the University of Cambridge in the 1950s.

advantage – his drawings are elegant and

sapling hoops held together by a lattice of

He is often portrayed as being the inheritor

beautiful. Apparently, even when Lea allows

even thinner saplings, covered in straw and

of Morris and Lethaby. While he rebuts this

someone else to do the main part of any

lime render, with a thatched roof. This is a tiny

notion, he does have, throughout his oeuvre,

presentation drawing, he always does the

scheme and the drawings and photographs

their concern for nature and the proper use

trees.

show the architect’s vision being transformed

of materials. Taking his work in a broadly

His early housing at Churt in Surrey

into reality.

chronological order he and Voelcker discuss

was influenced by Walter Segal’s self-build

Of his larger projects, the best known is

his development as an architect and human

housing in Lewisham. Lea took this further,

the Wales Institute of Sustainable Education

being. From his days at Cambridge, going on

albeit out of the realms of self-build and

(WISE) building at the CAT in Powys in 2007,

to his time at the London Borough of Merton

the influence of both a visit to Japan and

designed with his long term partner Pat

with Richard MacCormack, then starting his

familiarity with Frank Lloyd Wright’s Usonian

Borer. This won an RIBA Award, giving Lea at

own practice and the move to Wales, the

houses is clear from the discussion and

least some of the recognition he has so long

book unfolds Lea’s life and philosophy in a

photographs. Interestingly, when asked

deserved.

pleasant intimate manner.

to name his favourite three buildings, Lea

This book is enjoyable on many levels.

names Mies’ Barcelona Pavilion, Alto’s Town

The photographs and drawings are first class

environmental responsibility in architecture.

Hall at Saynatsalo and the monastery at Le

and inspirational, while the dialogue gives

The use of local materials, ecological

Thoronet. While tuned into nature he is also

a fascinating insight into the man and his

building technologies and a deeply-rooted

concerned with elegance and functionality.

architecture. It is of interest to every architect,

sensibility is always evident. Design within

His relocation to Wales might have

not just those concerned with sustainability. I

His work is defined by concern for

the landscape for each building is key to

been a career killing move, away from the

Lea’s practice. Projects discussed include

metropolis to a remote fastness. However

the Centre for Alternative Technology (CAT)

it has turned into a life-enhancing vocation,

highly recommended it.

Douglas Read PPRIAS
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Linn Botanic Gardens in winter
showing Linn Villa

© NASA

© Ruth Clark

Another Green World - Linn Botanic Gardens: Encounters with a Scottish Arcadia
Alison Turnbull + Philip Hoare
Art/Books; £18.99
Every year the Edinburgh International Book

magnolias, acers and some 300 different

of the Meikle burn and the bog below. The

Festival invariably conjures up a few choice

rhododendrons.

creators/curators have exploited the terrain’s

surprises and 2016 did not disappoint. The

The book opens with Alison Turnbull’s

precipitous topography to showcase an

artist Alison Turnbull and writer Philip Hoare

speculations on ‘The Difference between

outstanding horticultural collection including

had been invited to talk about Linn Botanic

Red and Vermillion’ which recounts her initial

numerous rare and endangered species.

Garden, a little-know three acre expanse of

encounter with the garden whilst an artist-

Scottish hillside sited on the shores of Loch

in-residence at nearby Cove Park. She met

and lectured at Trinity College (Dublin) before

Long. They were promoting a new book

the Taggarts and they bonded over a shared

settling in the Rosneath Peninsula. His son

entitled Another Green World - Linn Botanic

passion for mathematics, philosophy and

took over custodianship of the garden in

Gardens: Encounters with a Scottish Arcadia

plant morphology. Her visits inspired a series

1997 but, tragically, Jamie went missing on

published by Art/Books, a small independent

of artworks based on the Fibonacci sequence

a plant-collecting expedition to Vietnam’s

company specialising in art, photography,

which feature in the book alongside a

mountainous Sapa region back in October

design and contemporary culture.

plethora of seductive photographs and are

2013 (his body was eventually recovered

framed by Philip Hoare’s extended essay

some 26 months later). Nonetheless, Linn

knowing reference to Brian Eno’s influential

‘Letting in the Light’. It has been assembled

remains open and is, in effect, a living

1975 album where he channels T.S. Eliot and

with obvious care by Art/Books and has been

memorial to one family’s enduring passion

the notion that “…the poem the reader reads

shortlisted (deservedly) for the 2016 British

for plants.

may be better than that which the writer

Book Design and Production Awards.

The title, Another Green World, is a

Dr. Taggart studied botany and theology

Across the loch lies the Benmore

wrote! That’s part of the game, to try to make

Hoare argues that the etymological

Botanical Gardens (north of Dunoon) but

things that can become better than what you

derivation of ‘garden’ is ‘to guard’ and views

a more appropriate comparator would be

thought you were doing. [Art] can multiply its

Linn (despite its proximity to Faslane naval

Ian Hamilton-Finlay’s Little Sparta or John

value enormously...” Certainly the aspirations

base) as “…a place charged with peace.”

Ruskin’s Brantwood. It’s humbling to know

at Linn are equally noble and the results are

The sub-title alludes to the garden as a

that Dr. Taggart still holds to the belief that

all the more remarkable being the work of

prelapsarian sanctuary, a west coast Eden

“..all life can be described in aesthetics”

just two men; Dr. James Taggart and his son

enjoying more temperate gulf stream

and he has shaped his own ‘green world’

Jamie. Initiated in 1971, this privately-owned

conditions. The original garden focused on

accordingly.

garden now contains over 4,000 species

an Italianate villa (1860) designed by William

from every corner of the globe, including

Motherwell (category B listed) before its

insect-catching plants, ferns, bamboos,

curtilage was extended to include the gully
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Books
left to right:
The Grove at Grand Bay, Miami, USA
8 House Copenhagen
© BIG

Big, Hot to Cold: An Odyssey of Architectural Adaptation
Taschen Books; £34.99
The explosive trajectory of architecture firm

practice shines through and the work

locations introduced can sometimes become

BIG (Bjarke Ingels Group) from ambitious

feels like a genuinely new approach to

overwhelming. At times, I found myself

start-up to fully fledged global powerhouse

architecture. It is certainly refreshing to see

pausing to question whether I was actually

has garnered intense media attention. Hot

such approachable language in an industry

convinced by the success of a building, or

to Cold represents the firm’s first real effort

obsessed with distancing itself through

instead if it was the seductive descriptions

to document their body of work as they

complex and self-referential prose. Anyone

and glossy renders. After inspection I was

gradually infiltrate nearly every part of the

could pick up this book. That accessibility

sometimes left wanting more from certain

globe.

should not be underestimated.

projects.

Part manifesto for BIG’s approach

Each project is covered, from its

In that sense, Hot to Cold merely serves

and beliefs and part record of, the firms

inception as an idea, all the way through to

to highlight both the inherent strengths

previous creations, Hot to Cold is nothing if

its conclusion as a completed building, or as I

and weaknesses of BIG. It is effortlessly

not a testament to their sheer productivity.

often found more interesting, a failed project.

enticing in its narratives and optimism. Yet

The book consists of a series of seductive

Ingels goes to great lengths to emphasise

sometimes when the drawings are analysed

images and drawings which Bjarke Ingels, the

two predominant concepts; the continuation

and you pause to consider the quality of the

founder and muse behind BIG, narrates to the

of ideas and recursive learning. Many of the

architecture, you are left wanting more.

reader directly through a series of thought

unbuilt endeavours act as a stepping stone

bubbles.

for ideas to be iterated on and reapplied in

their work through metaphor and

a slightly modified and re-contextualised

conversational discussion and to illustrate

solution in another place on the globe.

their projects in a new and genuinely

The text reads as if Bjarke is sat over your
shoulder talking to you as you are whisked
around the globe to each building. These are

The presence of technical drawings is

BIG has a clear ability to communicate

fresh way. This book is definitely a worthy

ordered climatically, from the arid Middle East

a pleasant addition from the firm which

addition to any architect’s collection. Other

to fresh Scandinavia and thus move from

has become almost synonymous with the

books would be well served by adopting a

hot to – you guessed it – cold. This logic is

diagram. The comprehensive compilation

similar degree of approachability and non-

graphically translated to the design of the

of work also features some less publicised

pretentiousness. Ultimately Hot to Cold is a

book through an intensely saturated rainbow

projects, with some surprises that I had never

catalogue of the meteoric rise of BIG.

that envelops all pages and covers. In this

seen before.

sense the design aptly conveys the firm’s

The book is a testament to the firm’s

approach. They are not ones for subtlety, but

ability to perform at an almost industrial

the point is conveyed clearly.

scale. In the eleven years since its founding,

The text is simple, readable and often
funny. The charm and charisma of the

a serious amount of work has been
delivered. The volume of narratives and

Felix Yates
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Helen Lim with sister Kitty on her tablet computer. First floor, Shwe Taung Dan Street © Tim Webster

Yangon Echoes: Inside Heritage Homes
Virginia Henderson & Tim Webster
River Books; £19.95

You might pass by Yangon Echoes but that

apart in the name of progress. That struck me

grander dwellings are also included, like the

would be a pity. It provides a wonderful

as something that has happened in the past

one built in 1914 for the Chief Agent of the

insight into people’s lives through their

in Scotland too.

Bank of Bengal that then became India House

homes. The cover might not be an obvious

There are other parallels to Scotland.

from 1952. The current owner reflects back

coffee table choice. It shows what seems

Many of Yangon’s buildings were created

to its heyday and states: “rooftop moonlight

like a derelict, unwelcoming stairwell with a

by Scottish and English architects for British

picnics accessed by a spiral staircase were a

solitary, faceless boy carrying food. However,

trading companies in the years of Empire.

special treat.”

it does set the tone as does the title. ‘Echoes’

Under the heading of ‘Fallen Angel’ is the dust

suggests something less strong and fading

draped detail of a staircase made in Glasgow

of the Pinlon family who prospered in an

away from the original. It is not about

(page 44) within a former office block, now in

import / export business until nationalism

celebrities in lavish show homes but ordinary

a ruinous state, incredibly housing 20 families.

destroyed their business overnight. This

people in homes that have seen better days.

One of the grandest residences, Belmont,

Another home was built on the wealth

short story is typical of how each narrative

The double page format of a person’s story

was built for a senior employee of the

provides a sense of Yangon’s history, culture

along with their house and a catchy title

Irrawaddy Flotilla Company, Scottish owned.

and religions. This personalisation, showing

(party house, staircase to heaven, threads of

The materials of the interiors look familiar too

the impact on people’s lives, is this book’s

Persia) makes for an easy read. The content

with wall tiles (page 107) reminiscent of many

strength in recording these oral histories and

and pictures are less so. There is sadness

Glasgow tenements and office staircases.

photographing the domestic architecture/

There are a mixed group of people

abandoned offices before they are lost for

about this book.
The people featured are ill, poor, lonely or

in these buildings, of Persian, Armenian,

ever.
Yes, architects would have liked more

scared. They all face an uncertain future. Their

British and Burmese descent reflecting the

homes are mostly in a state of disrepair. Some

open borders of the British Empire. You

pictures, but that just gives you the excuse

are about to be demolished for high rise

feel privileged to be welcomed, however

to plan your next holiday to Myanmar before

condominiums or improved infrastructure.

fleetingly and with tantalising glimpses, into

the crowds really start to arrive and the

The people like where they are and don’t

their homes.

developers build high rises on the ghosts of

want to leave. Many have been brought up in

There is the odd double page spread that

these houses and they contain many happy

gives you a full picture of a house. For others,

memories of parents, grandparents now

it’s just everyday objects, like kitchen utensils

deceased that are part of their identity. Whole

or slippers on a tiled floor, but many include

communities are being destroyed, broken

the resident in one of their rooms. Some
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these edifices. In the meantime, I recommend
reading this book.

Eleanor Magennis RIAS

Leading Door
Specialists

Manufacturers of:

Timber doors and door sets • Stairs • Furniture • Counters
Mouldings • Wall panels / skirtings / architraves

ecossedoors
4 MacDowall Street, Paisley PA3 2NB • 0141 840 2266
sales@ecossedoors.co.uk • www.ecossedoors.co.uk

Gardens that complement Dwellings
Susan Gallagher BA(Hons) Landscape Architecture

0141 429 6267 | 07985 070433
Fully insured - All work guaranteed

BM TRADA Q-Mark Accredited

Scotland’s leading experts in cornice and ornate plasterwork
Specialists in restoration · Our own unique product range
Digital brochure available

www.reproplaster.co.uk

Visit our showroom
5 Campsie Road, Kirkintilloch
0141 776 1112

New from Bilco

The sliding solution
that lets the light in,
and the smoke out!
Bilco SKY-1M has all the benefits of a skylight with the
added functionality of a CE marked smoke vent giving
a 1m2 free vent area.
Using a concealed single rotating actuator mounted
on a sliding carriage, the vent will slide open to 180° in
under 60 seconds. Available as a standard size 1000mm
x 1500mm (internal) or as a special size, the new Bilco
SKY-1M is the ideal stairwell smoke vent which can also
be used for access when used with a fixed vertical or
companionway ladder. This means you need one less
penetration of the roof and also saves the cost of a
separate roof access hatch.

Contact Bilco UK for further details on 01284 701696 or visit our website at www.bilcouk.com
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Technical
The latest news and information from RIAS Practice

If you have issues you would
like to discuss please do not
hesitate to contact us.
Maryse Richardson
Senior Manager: Practice
0131 229 7545
mrichardson@rias.org.uk
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Practice Update
Practice

Contracts Update

Chartered Practice/Practice Services 2017

CDM 2016 Queries

SBCC 2016 Update

Practices have now been

JCT/SBCC Building contracts.

Practice Services receives

invited to renew their Practice

There are significant changes to

frequent queries from principal

Services subscription for 2017.

the Scottish Minor Works suite of

designers faced with a number of

Upon renewal and, subject to

contracts which will be covered

challenges in the exercise of their

meeting the eligibility criteria, a

in detail in Practice Information

relatively new role. Every project

Minor Works Building Contract

certificate of Chartered Practice

through the issue of Practice

is unique and surrounded by a

2016 Edition

membership 2017 will be issued.

Notes in 2017. Subscribers

specific set of circumstances.

A subscription entitles your

will have access to the fully

When the problem posed by

practice to free exclusive online

updated suite of RIAS Contract

practitioners falls on a grey area,

access to all the RIAS Standard

Administration forms as free

advice is available from our legal

Forms of Appointment, a core

downloads.

team. Guidance on what to do

benefit which is at the heart of

In March 2017 we shall

MW/Scot
for use in Scotland

in the event of health and safety

be running a CPD afternoon

breaches by the contractor and

The convenience of

for practitioners, focusing on

taking on the client’s duties in

downloading the most up to

key issues based on feedback

domestic projects is available

The 2016 SBCC suite of

date form, the peace of mind

received from subscribers,

in the Winter 2016 edition of

Minor Works contracts (five

of knowing that these are

tailored to help members with

Practice Information.

documents) is now available

thoroughly checked by our

an emphasis on a pragmatic

from the RIAS Bookshop. The

legal team and the availability of

approach and ‘questions and

2016 contracts integrate the

online guidance notes on most

answers’ sessions. Chartered

CDM Regulations 2015 (which up

aspects of practice are amongst

Practices will benefit from a

to now had been available as

the most popular benefits of

50% discount for this event and

amendment sheets). There are

the service. Remember to keep

will be given priority booking.

also revised payment provisions,

your certificate safe, you may be

Watch out for the ‘save the date’

the introduction of named

asked to produce it if you wish to

and programme which will be

suppliers, changes to insurance

purchase Chartered Practice site

circulated early in the New Year.

options etc. RIAS Practice

the service.

Services consultant, Shona

signboards.

Frame, will cover all the changes

Members will be aware of a

for Practice Information.

number of key changes affecting
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General enquiries

Accreditation

Maryse Richardson

Elaine Dobie

Senior Manager: Practice

Practice Administrator

0131 229 7545

0131 229 7545

mrichardson@rias.org.uk

edobie@rias.org.uk
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Contracts Update

SBCC Annual
Conference 2016

Scottish Building Contract Committee

Annual Conference
Wednesday 9th November 2016
Scottish National Gallery, The Mound, Edinburgh

www.sbcconline.com

Historic Environment

Commissioning and
Testing

RIAS Conservation Seminar

Important and comprehensive

On Tuesday 11th October

Over 90 delegates attended

updated guidance has been

2016 the RIAS organised a

from all RIAS Chapters. This year

issued to contract administrators

Conservation seminar entitled

the presentations covered the

on Commissioning and Testing.

Conservation Challenges.

challenges of finding a future for

Commissioning is the process

Each year the Conservation

buildings at risk, recent Historic

whereby static completion of

Committee puts together a

Environment Scotland (HES)

an installation is brought to the

CPD event designed to increase

changes to heritage designation

state of full working order for

knowledge and understanding,

and legislation, how to secure

proving. It is a critical part of the

provide information and ideas

sufficient funding for projects

completion of a building contract

to help with the challenges that

and preparation of business

but it is often rushed and given

face conservation accredited

plans. The quality of stonework

inadequate attention in the haste

architects, their clients, funders

in Scotland and how to help

to achieve practical completion

and society.

architects write specifications

and hand over the building to the
The SBCC Annual Conference
was held on 9th November at

client.
Read RIAS Practice Note

Thanks to the RIAS

and inspect on site was

Conservation Committee and its

explained by two experienced

Chair, Jocelyn Cunliffe, this event

stonemasons.

the Scottish National Gallery, The

FI1623 Contract Administration:

is now a cornerstone of CPD in

Mound, Edinburgh. This year the

Commissioning and Testing.

conservation architecture and

presentations most speakers

programme featured, amongst

has been running successfully for

have agreed to contribute

other, presentations, the new

five years. As in previous years it

technical articles which will be

SBCC Contracts 2016, third party

was aimed at all RIAS accredited

published in Practice Information

rights in contract, BIM and the

architects as well as members

throughout the next few months.

2017 deadline, health and safety

who have an interest in the

Chartered Practices will be able

in the construction industry and

historic environment.

to access their articles on the

a round-up of legal cases. The

The event was held at the

conference proceedings will be

Storytelling Centre in Edinburgh.

In addition to their excellent

Practice Services website.

reviewed in Practice Information.
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Historic
Environment

Building Standards

Planning
Update

RIAS Accreditation
in Conservation
Architecture

e-Warrants submissions
– feedback from
members

Control of
Condensation in
Buildings

Review of Planning

There are a total of 117 architects

In August 2016 the Scottish

The BS standard for the

As part of the review of the

with conservation accreditation

Government made changes

control of condensation in

Scottish Planning system, the

through the RIAS Accreditation

to the way building standards

buildings (BS 5250:2011+A1:2016

Scottish Government signalled

in Conservation Architecture

applications were made

Code of Practice for Control of

its intention to work with key

scheme; 45 out of the total

with the launch of Scotland’s

Condensation in Buildings) has

stakeholders to develop more

117 are ‘Advanced Accredited’.

eBuildingstandards.scot online

been amended. This standard

detailed proposals to address

Historic England has agreed that

applications service. The RIAS

gives guidance on the risks

the recommendations of the

architects with RIAS conservation

would be interested to receive

associated with excessive

independent review. The RIAS

accreditation, at both ‘Accredited’

feedback for members on

humidity in buildings, notably

has welcomed the opportunity to

and ‘Advanced’ level, are now

how they rate the system and

mould growth and condensation,

contribute. Hugh Crawford, Chair

recognised as eligible to fill the

any problems they may have

which can endanger the health

of RIAS Planning Committee has

main professional role in Historic

encountered.

and well-being of building

now written to the Minister for

occupants and the integrity of

Local Government and Housing

the building fabric. It describes

to seek participation as prime

the principal sources of water

agents, acting for those who use

Committee is keen to see an

vapour, its transportation

the planning system.

increase in both the number

and deposition and provides

The special interests and

and geographical spread

guidance on how to manage

concerns of the architectural

of conservation accredited

those risks during the design,

profession were reiterated in

architects. Full details of the

construction and operation of

particular the functioning of

scheme are on the RIAS website.

buildings.

Local Review Bodies (LRBs),

England’s Repair Grants for
Heritage at Risk.
The Conservation

Please email mrichardson@
rias.org.uk.

The standard is relevant to

delays in processing applications,

there is a mentoring scheme and

buildings of all types, whatever

the extent of further information

are asked to contact Elaine Dobie

their form, construction or level

required supporting applications

(elaine.dobie@rias.org.uk) for

or type of occupancy, except

(such as bat surveys) the

more information.

buildings used for storage at sub-

significant under resourcing of

zero temperatures.

planning departments and the

Members are reminded that

The amendment has been
necessary to address advancing

in design matters, or the capacity

research, new failure analysis

to draw on these skills. The RIAS

techniques as well as global

is awaiting a response from the

warming issues ahead of a full

Scottish Government.

revision of the standard that is
due to be published in 2018. For
more information visit
www.bsigroup.com.
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General Practice

CDM 2015: What Clients
Need to Do

BIM Training and
Awareness Programme

RIAS Site Signboards

r i a s ch

At the Construction Scotland
and Innovation Centre 2016
Conference and Industry
Showcase on 13th September

ABC A

2016 the Construction Scotland
Innovation Centre (CSIC)
launched a two to three year

Architects a
www.abc-ar

programme of monthly free
events that will take the supply
chain ‘step by step’ through
BIM Level 2 implementation.
The CSIC are working with
BIM Suppliers Group and BIM
Region Scotland to deliver the
The Association for Project

free training and awareness

The Incorporation has added

Safety has updated its two

programme which has been

Norsign to its list of licensed

licensed to supply RIAS

leaflets which explain the

designed to help Scottish

manufacturers. There are

site signboards are those

duties and responsibilities for

construction businesses prepare

now three RIAS site signboard

listed on the RIAS website.

commercial and domestic clients.

for the April 2017 deadline when

suppliers. The new supplier

The Incorporation’s crest is

These are been made available

Building Information Modelling

contact details are:

registered as a trademark and

free of charge as downloads on

(BIM) Level 2 will be adopted,

the APS website.

where appropriate, in projects

Norsign

manufacturers are not licensed

across the public sector.

Block 14, First Road

to reproduce it. Please read the

Blantyre Industrial Estate

guidance notes before ordering

CDM 2015: What Domestic
Clients Need To Do available to

The programme of free

The only manufacturers

fully protected by law. Other

download at: www.aps.org.uk/

events will be aligned with

Glasgow G72 0ND

site signboards. These can be

sites/default/files/CDM2015_

the Scottish BIM Guidance

Tel. 0845 38 12345

accessed at on the RIAS website.

domestic_web_0.pdf

released by the Scottish

Contact Lisa Aagesen

Future Trust available on www.

sales@norsign.co.uk

CDM 2015: What Commercial
Clients Need To Do available
to download at: www.aps.org.

scottishfuturestrust.org.uk.
We would encourage

uk/sites/default/files/CDM15_

practices to take any opportunity

commercial_web_0.pdf

to engage with the BIM training

Practices are advised that,

programme. A new section on

although these leaflets provide

the CSIC website allows people

useful guidance to give to clients

to sign up to join the network and

at the time of appointment, they

keep informed about BIM and

should refer to the RIAS Practice

the free events rolled out over

Notes for advice on specific

the next few months. The site will

issues.

also feature an online advisory
service for people who simply
want to ask questions about BIM
and to receive quick, impartial
answers and signposting to the
best information.
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Glass Balustrading
Specialists in manufacture and installation
of top quality aluminium balustrade systems
Choice of styles and colours
Also stainless steel balustrades and handrails

Turnbull Aluminium Ltd.
t/a Grille City Aluminium
Unit 3, Inveralmond Trade Park,
Perth PH1 3HB
Tel: 01738 639 429
info@grillecity.com
www.grillecity.com

FREE Heating
Design Service
FREE service that saves valuable time
Full CAD design service
Site surveys available
Domestic, business & commercial
Technical advice on all heating types
Do you know William Wilson and Northern Heating offer a
unique FREE heating design service to their customers and
offer FREE onsite assistance with ﬁrst time Underﬂoor Heating
installations. With over 35 years of experience, we produce
more than 2000 heating designs each year. Each one will save
you valuable time and give you re-assurance the proposed
system has been designed by qualiﬁed designers.

Contact Colin Macgregor on 01738 638323
or colin.macgregor@williamwilson.co.uk
Heating Design Centres throughout Scotland

www.williamwilson.co.uk
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Insurance

Is There a Duty to Warn?
In claims against professionals the
existence and extent of a duty to
warn has been a thorny issue for
many years. Is an architect obliged
to inform their client of relevant
information beyond the scope of
their instructions? What warnings do
they need to give to a client for work
which they have agreed to do?
The Scope as a Limit

state the more general legal test loosely).

Conclusion

Subsequent rulings in Northern Ireland and

Unfortunately, with little case law to flesh

England have applied the same principles to

out the developing principles at present, any

cover information given to clients by other

professional needs to make a considered

professionals. There is no reason to believe it

decision on the information they must give

would not apply to architects.

their client. What risks their client would

So what does this mean in practice? It
will not change the standards an architect is
held to in terms of actually performing their

regard as material are entailed by the advice
they provide?
No doubt the emphasis will be on

services. So unless you accept an enhanced

providing further information or disclaimers

obligation, your design will still be measured

and as ever, it is highly advisable to give or

against the “reasonably competent” architect.

confirm such advice in writing to protect

However, when advising a client about

yourself.

The starting point should be the architect’s

their options, instead of simply proposing

agreed scope which of course, as required

the most appropriate design, architects may

by both good practice and the ARB code,

well be expected to inform them of problems

is set out in writing! Case law has generally

which may be encountered and alternative

found that professionals don’t owe a general

solutions. Crucially, the information which

duty to warn clients of matters which may

needs to be given is based on what a

be relevant but lie outwith the specified

“reasonable client” would consider material,

scope of services. So if you are designing a

not what a “reasonable architect” considers

experience as insurance brokers and risk consultants and should

house extension, you would not generally

relevant.

not be relied upon as legal, tax or accounting advice, which we

have a duty to comment on the existing

For example, if there is a genuine

unconnected roof even if you noted a matter

possibility that a design may run into planning

of concern. Obviously, if you have a very

objections, the architect should probably

general appointment to provide wide ranging

advise the client of this, even if he is confident

advice, you may need to consider a much

those objections are likely to be unfounded.

wider range of issues.

If there is a reasonable alternative design
which would not encounter those objections,

Alisdair Matheson and James Jerman
Brodies

Statements concerning legal, tax or accounting matters should
be understood to be general observations based solely on our

are not authorised to provide.
The information contained herein is based on sources
we believe reliable and should be understood to be general risk
management and insurance information only. The information is
not intended to be taken as advice with respect to any individual
situation and cannot be relied upon as such.

At RIASIS we pride ourselves in providing a
market leading policy wording, an integral
support service and fast turnover of
documentation. For further information,
please contact:

Duty to Warn?

the architect may be obliged to inform the

However, recent case experience has applied

client, even if the alternative was not the

a more stringent test applies to a professional

most suitable. Features which are adopted

advising their client about potential risks

for aesthetic or budgetary reasons may also

arising from within their remit. In a landmark

need to come with a health warning: does

case last year the Supreme Court ruled

the client understand the potential pitfalls

RIAS Insurance Services

doctors are under a duty to take reasonable

of a flat roof or a non-conventional building

Orchard Brae House

care to ensure their patient is aware of

material?

30 Queensferry Road

all risks which a reasonable patient might

Lastly, clearly a commercial client will

consider to be material and of any reasonable

have a different set of material considerations

alternative or variant treatments.

to a one-off residential client.

This was regardless of what a “reasonably
competent” doctor would have done (to
RIAS Insurance Services is a trading name of Marsh Ltd. Marsh Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

Edinburgh eh4 2hs
Telephone 0131 311 413
Fax 0131 311 4280
david.bathgate@marsh.com
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As the building was being designed,
one important question kept being asked...

...Do I have
to Install
sprInklers?

For a FREE consultation to find out what fire engineering
can do for you please contact Sandy Killbourn on
T: 01786 449944 • E: enquiry@g-fire.co.uk

THERMAL
PERFORMANCE

ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

GARTCARRON FIRE ENGINEERING Ltd.

Designing buildings to save life

www.gartcarronfireengineering.co.uk

AIRTIGHTNESS

FE

SPEED OF
CONSTRUCTION

our high
Building using
thermal performance, airtight, closed panel timber
frame systems for floors, walls & roofs minimises the
requirement for micro renewable technologies by
embracing ‘Fabric First’ principles.

Let Scotframe
thermally engineer
a solution for you.

Cumbernauld
Inverurie
Dundee
Inverness
Paignton		
West Sussex

01236
01467
01382
01463
01803
01273

861200
624440
561772
717328
267680
831896

www.scotframetimberengineering.co.uk
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Finance

Do Not Be a Pension ‘April Fool’
If your pension is valued above the current

re-enrol you in the scheme every three

is potentially subject to inheritance tax, it may

£1 million Lifetime Allowance (LTA), the end

years (from the date you were first enrolled).

be more efficient to draw on non-pension

of the current tax year could be your last

Don’t get caught out and lose the valuable

savings for your retirement income, to reduce

opportunity to protect it from unnecessary

protection.

your estate while passing your pension on

tax charges.
The LTA is a limit on the amount of

Another significant change is a reduction
to the Annual Allowance (AA) for high

tax-free.
If you need financial advice for your

pension benefit that can be drawn on

earners. The AA is the limit on the value of

pensions, Towry can help. We are advisors

by an individual across all their pension

tax-relievable pension accrual in a year. This

to the Royal Incorporation and one of the

arrangements. If your total pension pot is

is capped at £40,000 but could reduce to as

leading providers of financial planning and

valued above the current £1 million LTA when

little as £10,000. Any excess above the AA is

wealth management and our award-winning

you retire then you could face a 55% tax

taxed at your highest marginal rate of income

team has helped thousands of people to look

charge on the excess. However, you might be

tax; up to 45%.

after their finances. We hope to do the same

eligible to secure a higher Lifetime Allowance

RIAS practitioners earning above

for you.

of up to £1.5 million, by applying for the

£150,000 are especially vulnerable to

appropriate protection. Applications must be

potential AA charges. However did you

Important information

made to HMRC by 5 April 2017.

also know virtually all income is assessed in

Prevailing tax rates and reliefs are dependent

determining your AA? This includes employer

on your individual circumstances and are

you with the necessary information to

pension contributions, self-employed

subject to change. We do not give tax advice.

apply, however it is the individual member’s

earnings, dividends, interest and property

responsibility to obtain the appropriate

income. This will mean more and more

certificates. It is also worth noting that it can

people are affected by the new rules – are

take some time for your pension provider(s)

you?

Your pension provider(s) can provide

to calculate and provide the required details

Active pension members could

ahead of the application deadline, which is

potentially face an unexpected tax charge

fast approaching.

from exceeding both the LTA and AA. A

Even if you are in a final salary pension

Frame Broadfoot
RIAS PFS

review of your overall pension situation is

scheme, there may be scheme features that

certainly in your interests. This should include

can be taken advantage of to reduce how

any paid up or dormant and existing pension

much of your LTA you have used. If you are

arrangements; Defined Benefit (DB), Defined

nearing the normal retirement age you would

Contribution DC), Money Purchase (MP),

be well advised to seek professional financial

Stakeholder, Self Invested Personal Pension

advice from a pension specialist. We can help

(SIPP), Small Self Administered Schemes

To arrange a no obligation

guide you through your options.

(SSAS) and Personal Pensions (PP). A

consultation contact:

By 2018 all employers will be required, by
law, to automatically enrol their employees
on a workplace pension scheme and

discussion about whether to take or defer the
State Pension would also be sensible.
Pension legislation has evolved over the

Graham MacLeod FPFS

make contributions towards it. If you have

years and especially since 2015, providing

Chartered Financial Planner

protected a higher LTA via ‘Enhanced’ or

not only adverse tax effects but also positive

‘Fixed Protection’, this would be lost if

flexibility and opportunities. As such, it makes

Towry

contributions were made to a workplace

sense to review pension advice received

pension as a result of ‘automatic enrolment’.

more than a year ago.

It is also worth noting that the first automatic

In some cases, accessing pensions at

enrolment began in October 2012 for larger

retirement may not always be appropriate.

employers. Your employer will automatically

For example, if you have a sizeable estate that

220 St Vincent Street
Glasgow g2 5sg
Telephone 0141 227 8018
graham.macleod@towry.com
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Manufacture and installation of rooflights
Skylight International Ltd, 75 Birkmyre Road, Glasgow G51 3JH
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The Canal Fort Augustus
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Chapters
The latest news from your local Chapter
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Aberdeen

Ross + Ross from 57°10 at RGU Freshers Fayre, September 2016

Instagram @aberdeensocietyofarchitects

© Robert Gordon University

© ASA

As we move towards the end of 2016, it’s funny how we find ourselves

informal social activities, which we hope will appeal to architects in the

reflecting on the past year and what we have accomplished, both

area. We will update you on our plans and ideas as they unfold. In the

personally and professionally. It can be refreshing to take stock

meantime I wanted to share a gentle reminder that there is a new crew

especially amidst our fast paced lives. Similarly as we celebrate the

in charge of 57°10. Over the past year we worked closely alongside

Festival of Architecture Finale, isn’t it wonderful to reflect on what

Daniel McKenzie Kemp and James Coe and thank them for their

each of the RIAS six Chapters has achieved. There were so many

support during the Chapter’s Festival activities.

exciting, engaging events across Scotland. I think it has given us all a

We want to ensure the links between the Chapter and students

revived sense of purpose and direction. The whole experience was a

at Scott Sutherland School of Architecture continue to grow from

real breath of fresh air. It has stimulated so many ideas for the future. It

strength to strength. So let me introduce you to Ross + Ross pictured

is important that we hold onto that momentum as we go forward.

here at fresher’s fayre who have compiled a fantastic line up of local,

We are very excited to have launched our Design Awards 2017

national and international speakers for their lecture series, the first

in October. We are trying a different approach this year with a more

semester of which is well underway. You’ll find links to 57°10 lecture

flexible process and are really hoping to engage more with local

schedule on our Facebook page @foa2016abz.

practices. Judging will take place early in the New Year with results

We are always keen to hear from our members whether you’d like

being unveiled, as is tradition, at our Annual Dinner which will take

to get more involved with the Chapter, share information about local

place on Friday 10th March 2017 in the Rox Hotel, Market Street

events, or simply suggest CPD topics that would be valuable to you

Aberdeen. This is an event we have been working hard to develop

and your practice. So please do get in touch, follow us on Facebook

and it promises to be a great evening, offering entertainment and

and Instagram to keep up to date with all our activities and come along

professional networking opportunities to our members and guests.

and get involved! We are here for the benefit of all our members -

Hopefully technology and I will make friends again this year.

that’s you!

In the coming year we are hoping to develop a series of events
beyond our Annual Dinner and CPD programme to include more
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Dundee
Firstly, apologies, we’ve been so busy that I can’t fit everything in
to this report! Full reports on all our activities will be included in our
DIAlogue newsletter which will hit member’s doormats this side of
Christmas and will also be published online. This report focuses on the
annual awards and dinner. At the time of writing, FOA2016 activities
are still very much underway and will be reviewed as part of my first
report of the New Year.
Held at the Invercarse Hotel, Dundee on the 6th October,
the Annual Awards Dinner showcased the 78 entries received,
demonstrating the wealth of architectural talent across the Chapter. I’m
extremely grateful to my fellow judges, Iain Connelly PPRIAS and Jack
McKeown, features editor at The Courier, for their time, energy and
enthusiasm. The awards dinner was attended by over 170 people and
DIA Awards 2016 Supreme Winner Ladies Lake

was a fantastic night, hosted by Radio Tay’s Erin Linton and with after

© Andrew Black Design

dinner entertainment by Willie Young.
We were also very appreciative of Willie Watt PRIAS and Neil
Baxter, RIAS Secretary and Anna Day, manager at UNESCO Dundee:

Best Rehab/Rejuvenation – Sponsored by Pert Bruce Construction

City of Design for attending. Huge thanks are also due to all those

Ltd

behind the scenes who made the dinner such a success and to our

Award: Kingsbarns Distillery & Visitor Centre - Simpson & Brown

sponsors, listed below and particularly our main sponsor, Marley, not

Commended: The Tayberry (as above)

just for supporting the awards and dinner but for their sponsorship
and hands-on support of our FOA2016 activities.
Supreme Award Winners were Andrew Black Design for Ladies

Ambassador Award – Sponsored by Andrew Shepherd Construction
Kelty Community Centre - Fife Council Property Services

Lake, a stunning house built on the cliff edge in St Andrews. The full list
of category awards is as follows:

On the Drawing Board – Sponsored by Shepherds
Award: School for Performing Arts - Nicoll Russell Studios

Best New House – Sponsored by Blackadders

Commended: Trampoline & Activity Centre - ARKTX

Award: Ladies Lake - Andrew Black Design

Commended: Boccia Court & ancillary accommodation - ARKTX

Highly Commended: Colin Smith + Judith Wilson : Architects Greenburn

Best Use of Timber – Sponsored by Forestry Commission Scotland /

Commended: The Rings Wheelchair Accessible Holiday Cottage -

Wood for Good

Chambers McMillan Architects

Award: The Rings (as above)

Best Interior – Sponsored by Bentleys Shopfitting Ltd

Best Use of Stone – Sponsored by Denfind Stone

Award: The Tayberry - Jon Frullani Architect

Award: Ladies Lake (as above)
Commended: Greenburn (as above)

Best Commercial Project – Sponsored by Millard Consulting
Award: Hot Box Sauna - McKenzie Strickland Associates

We also launched our DIA20Y book at the awards dinner, for which

Highly Commended: Harris Academy - Holmes Miller

thanks are due to Ged Young and his team at AIM Design for collating,

Commended: Callum Walker Showroom - AIM Design

editing and formatting the content. The book celebrates the first 20
years of DIA Awards in their current format and it is our intention to

Best Group Housing – Sponsored by Scotframe

produce sequels every ten years to provide a comprehensive archive.

Award: West Burn Lane - Sutherland Hussey Harris Architects

Thanks to all those at the dinner who made a charitable donation –

Commended: East Shore - Carson and Partners

nearly £900 was raised, a magnificent sum.

Best Small Project – Sponsored by Forbo Flooring UK Ltd
Joint Award: Hepburn Gardens Sunroom - Hurd Rolland Partnership
Joint Award: Easter Fernie School House - Fife Architects

Christine Palmer RIAS
President DIA
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Edinburgh
Autumn in Edinburgh, after the stramash of August’s Festival frenzy,
affords a chance for reflection.
The city streets in the first week of September, as the final few of
the million plus performers and visitors drift off to trains and buses,
seem a kind of vacuum. A rush of silence in your ears after emerging
from the high noise volume of a club.
We are enjoying the tail end of the Festival of Architecture,
including the Finale event on Friday 18th November in Dundee. There
is still no time to rest however, with next year 2017 being the 250th
anniversary of the plan for Edinburgh’s New Town.
On our CPD Programme, a fascinating lecture and workshops
led by Ian Ritchie CBE Hon FRIAS on Urbanism were held to great
appreciation on the 26th of October. This will develop into a series of
events in the New Year.
Inevitably the Edinburgh schools buildings construction defects
reported in the media, have been on the agenda. The RIAS was
requested to contribute views to the ongoing independent inquiry,
chaired by John Cole CBE, to explore what role, if any, procurement
and management issues might have contributed. A response from
RIAS was agreed by Council and submitted to Mr Cole’s Inquiry.
Questions arose on common practice with procurement strategy
and architects’ experiences with different forms of procurement,
in particular the increasingly prevalent ‘alternative’ methods of
procurement such as PFI and PPP, including the perceived impact of
these methods on the role of the architect and on the quality of the
built outcome.
A perception has evolved that these methods often remove

Architecture EAA Banner on Royal High School
advertising the Architectural Debate

the architect (traditionally tasked with design, inspection and

© Donald Canavan

monitoring and primarily responsible to the client) and replace them
with a contracting organisation (traditionally tasked with delivering

remained inviolate and are, in the eyes of many, including some in the

construction for minimal cost and primarily responsible to their

legal profession, very strictly enforced. Architecture is increasingly

shareholders) and that this disrupts vital understanding between the

squeezed between diminished fees and rigid standards.

architect and the client. Although not always the case, this can result in

In the future, will ARB protection be diminished or even

construction works proceeding with reduced oversight or policing of

abandoned? Will remuneration commensurate with the standards

quality.

society needs be re-established? Will some ‘protection of function’ for

It is hoped that the Cole inquiry, whose report is due early in
the New Year, will recognise the issues and suggest ways to effect
improvements to procurement practice.
At the same time, the EAA monthly meetings have been

architects be created as in Europe, or will architecture even survive as
a traditional profession?
Anyway, on Europe… what of Brexit?
It’s our hope that current Government predictions of economic

addressing our usual diet of issues such as the CPD programme,

slow-down merely reflect ‘Brexit wobbles’, combined with a natural

events and the Edinburgh Urban Design Panel. Recently we have been

seasonal slowing as we approach the traditional winter solstice -

joined by James Simpson in a worthwhile debate on ‘Professionalism’

offering time for reflection, regeneration and rest, ready for next

and the ‘Value of Architects’.

spring’s rejuvenation.

The Architectural Profession, since the old ‘mandatory’ and then
‘recommended’ fee scales were abandoned, has been in something of

Wishing all of you the very best for the Christmas Season and New
Year.

a cleft stick. The inevitable downward commercial pressure on fees,
exacerbated during recessions, has reduced resources for delivery of
architects’ services. At the same time, the standards set by ARB have
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Glasgow
The awards season is upon us and at the GIA, we have had both our
Student Awards and our Annual Awards Dinner.
The Student Awards took place at The House for an Art Lover,
the Mackintosh designed gallery, exhibition space and events venue
set in the grounds of Bellahouston Park. The work of students from
both Strathclyde and the Mac is celebrated with an award for each
year. I have been involved in the judging process in previous years and
again the output of both schools did not fail to impress with its flair,
innovation and legibility. This year’s ceremony also had a presentation
from Daniel Smith and Philip Zoechbauer of their scenic routes
winning scheme at the Devil’s Elbow.
Another series of presentations from award winners took place
at the first two sessions of the GIA CPD series. Taking place at the
Lighthouse, these events are always well attended and showcase the
projects that were given GIA Awards in the previous year. The CPD
series now has moved onto sessions which deal with practice and
technical matters with full details available on the GIA website.
The judging of this year’s awards was chaired by Michal Cohen of
Walters and Cohen Architects. Their Lairdsland Primary school won

Newhouse of Auchengree

an RIAS award this year and more importantly (for us at least) a GIA

© Susan Castillo

education award last year.
An intrepid band of judges ranged the country from Dumfries to
the Highlands and even to Ballymena in Northern Ireland to visit the
shortlisted properties in the seven categories, along with considering
three additional awards. The supreme winner was the Newhouse of
Auchengree by Ann Nisbet Studio, a beautiful, crisp, incredibly well
detailed dwelling in the stunning setting of the Ayrshire countryside.
This year also saw the return of the GIA’s small practice portfolio
award where, every four years, practices in the Chapter with five or
fewer qualified architects have an opportunity to submit a portfolio
and gain recognition for a body of work, rather than a single building.
The award went to ARPL with commendations to Dress for the
Weather and Roots Architecture.
The awards were unveiled and presented at our Annual Dinner
which took place in the magnificent auditorium of Oran Mor in
Glasgow’s West End with its fantastic mural ceiling by Alasdair Gray.
Over 170 Chapter members, sponsors and guests gathered together
for this evening of celebration, entertainment and socialising that went
on into the wee hours. Full details of all the winners are again on our

Oran Mor

website.

© Ross Campbell

The GIA is still celebrating the Festival of Architecture 2016
with an exhibit on one of our founding members, Alexander Greek
Thomson, at the Royal Glasgow Institute of Fine Arts exhibition at

event in Dundee. At one of the launch events we were also pleased to

the Mitchell Gallery which bridges nicely into next year’s events that

hear that Glasgow’s Princes Square was voted as Scotland’s favourite

GIA and others will organise to mark the bicentenary of his birth. We

building from the past 100 years as part of Scotstyle.

also resurrected the 37 years exhibit, first shown at the Merchant
City Festival and the EOLAS travelling pavilion for the Festival Finale

Tim Gray RIAS
President GIA
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Inverness
We held our October Council meeting out of town in the Alexander
Graham Bell Centre of Elgin’s Moray College, designed by JM
Architects and winner of our 2014 Award. The spread of our members
throughout the large Chapter area is something that we recognise. We
look to maintain these links through outwith meeting and additional
funding of active local groups, recognised by RIAS funding over the
years. Their input to Council affairs is welcome.
November has been dominated by our Convention and Design
Awards held in Eden Court. The Convention was highly successful
with over 125 delegates from throughout our Chapter area and an
exciting array of speakers. The headline act (apart from the morning
Chairman’s jokes) was Kengo Kuma Architect of the V&A Dundee who
appeared courtesy of V&A Dundee and Dundee Design Ltd. It was an
honour for our small Chapter to attract such an international architect.
The efforts of my predecessor Gordon Anderson in achieving this
must be lauded. The other equally exciting speakers, Lucy Richards,

Frozen Music Awards, Adult Category – The Salt Store, Whaligoe B

Oliver Chapman, Rod Duncan, Willie Watt, Fiona Sinclair and Lateral

© John MacPherson

North all gave stimulating and high quality presentations, recharging us
for the darker months ahead.
The Design Awards were announced in the evening. These cover
all our Chapter areas with entries from the Northern Isles down to
Lochaber and Western Isles and from a short list of 31 entries, we
produced a list of winners, of houses, housing, hotel extension and a
primary school.
This year’s winner of the Best Building was Lundavra School in
Fort William, by Highland Council Architects Department. Credit
must also go to their recently retired Head of Design, and IAA Council
Member, Gary Westwater, who with his team, has been to promote
quality architecture in the Highlands.
As a Chapter, we decided to nominate the illustrator and author
and daughter of an architect, Mairi Hedderwick as an Honorary Fellow
of the RIAS and following her after dinner talk, the presentation was

Frozen Music Awards, Primary School –
Beauly Primary School Castle on the Beach

made by Willie Watt PRIAS.
The Theatre venue also hosted the Mini City: Land of the Giants,

© Iona Simpson

an architectural model exhibition, curated by our Secretary Andrew
Tognarelli, with exhibits from throughout the Chapter area.
The results of the Frozen Music competition were also announced

To mark our Centenary, this year’s Jim Attwood Memorial lecture
was given by Andrew Wright, PPRIAS. A multidisciplinary event,

at our Convention. This has seen Andy Bruce and his team going round

Andrew spoke of the legacy of Joseph Mitchell, one time assistant to

schools and encouraging all to look at the environment, whether

Thomas Telford, engineer behind much of the local railway network

buildings or landscapes as part of the Festival.

and architect of the local landmark, Viewhill House, currently lying,

Meanwhile, off to the west, the Western Isles Group have
developed their exciting Building Our Islands project which includes

burnt out, in the centre of Inverness.
In summary, lots of events by enthusiastic local members, backed

extensive interaction with the school children in the Islands informing

up (and pushed and shoved) by the excellent Sharon Green. Hard

them of their heritage in the environment, a photography project by

work is easier when shared and many thanks to all those who have

Norman Maher and the flood lighting of certain key buildings to mark

contributed. I look forward to the development of next year’s legacy

the Festival and the Centenary of our Incorporation. I look forward to

ideas.

seeing the results in the New Year.

Les Hutt FRIAS
President IAA Highlands & Islands Chapter
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Stirling
The final Quarterly report of the year and what a year 2016 has been.
The Festival of Architecture will be remembered for many reasons
at both national and Chapter level, I am sure. It is a testament to the
effort and endeavour of all who took part that the Festival was as far
reaching and as varied as it was.
I was fortunate to attend some of the events throughout the year,
the highlight for myself being a visit to St Peter’s Seminary at Cardross
and the wonderfully atmospheric NVA event. It is with great hope then
that we look forward to the years’ post-Festival, where the legacy of
what has taken place and the profiles it has raised will be gauged.
In terms of the Stirling Chapter, the Festival, whilst being enjoyable
to take part in, stretched the Chapter Council and its limited resources
to the maximum. Our annual awards, AGM and CPD being delayed
as a consequence. I appreciate that not all members of the Chapter
Council were happy with this scenario but I hope that as we progress
in to a ‘normal’ year ahead, the Chapter can get back to the usual
schedule.
That being said, I was pleased to see a healthy turn out at both

Awards Winners and Ryan Marshall
© Emma Gray Photography

the AGM/CPD day event and trust all who attended took away some
valuable insights from the speakers which presented on the day.
Following on in the evening, our delayed awards presentation
event was held. It was great to see again a good turnout from
both architects and clients who had submitted entries for the 2015
awards. We have increased the number of awards year on year and
I was delighted to instigate the first SSA Presidents award this year.
This award is open to any student studying at any of the schools of
architecture across Scotland who reside within the Chapter area.
In its first year we had a good selection of entries and it was
fantastic to see the variety of responses and submissions across most
of the study years. The inaugural award going to Lewis Grant and
his ‘Bath House for Glasgow’ project which was beautifully drawn
and illustrated. A full list of the awards, entries and winners will be
presented on the new Chapter website when this goes live at the end
of the year.
In closing for this year, I would just like to offer my thanks again to
all of those who assisted the Chapter / Chapter Council throughout
the course of 2016 and the works undertaken to be able to deliver our
contribution to the Festival.
It is also with one eye on the future as I look ahead to my last few
months as Chapter President, I cannot believe how quickly the last 18
months have passed and I am sure the early months of 2017 will pass
even quicker. As I have stated before, we do need new faces to come
on board the Chapter Council and I hope that some of you reading this
can get in touch and get involved in some way in the New Year.
A merry Christmas and a happy and prosperous New Year to you
all.

Lewis Grant and Ryan Marshall
© Emma Gray Photography

Ryan Marshall RIAS
President SSA
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Jim McColl MBE Hon FRIAS and Willie Watt PRIAS
© Malcolm Cochrane

october
25

Saltire Society Event / National Museum of Scotland, Edinburgh

26

GASH Lunch – Scape Frameworks / Edinburgh

november
01

OECD Interview on Procurement

02

RIAS Centenary Garden Opening / Edinburgh

02

RIAS Andrew Doolan Best Building in Scotland Ceremony /

18

Festival of Architecture 2016 Grand Finale / Dundee

24

ICE Dinner / Glasgow

29

Festival of Architecture 2016 Wrap Party / Edinburgh

30

RIAS Council

30

ESPD Influencers Dinner / Edinburgh

december
09

RIBA Five Presidents Meeting / Dublin

Edinburgh
03

IAA Civic Reception / Inverness

04

IAA Annual Convention / Inverness
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Chartered Architect
Council Report
Council welcomed the election of Stewart Henderson FRIAS with
acclamation as President of the Incorporation for the term 2017-2019.
Council adopted the Management Accounts up to the end of
September 2016, showing a net deficit of £82,345 – an overall adverse
variance of £29,396 on the budgeted deficit £52,949. This deficit is
addressed by the Incorporation’s 2015 surplus (£80,000) with the
modest remaining deficit of £2,345 comfortably accommodated within
the contingency of £100,000 agreed by Council in December 2013.
The Membership Report was noted, with 9 deaths, 7 removals, 8

An increase in charges for Energy Design Certification was
discussed and it was agreed to consider increasing fees for the Nondomestic Scheme to 10% of the warrant fee with a minimum of £25 per
certificate.
Council noted Hugh Crawford’s letter to the Chief Planner
regarding RIAS’ continuing exclusion from the Planning System Review.
Scottish representation on RIBA Council was discussed under
Any Other Business. A resolution was agreed as follows: “The Royal
Incorporation believes that current representation from Scotland on

resignations, 26 transfers to Retired, 6 reinstatements, 92 elections to

the Council of the RIBA is a necessary minimum to properly represent

Student Membership, 35 elections to Membership and 2 nominations

the interests of RIBA and joint RIAS/RIBA members in Scotland.”

to Fellowship. Membership numbers are now over 5200, the highest
they’ve been at any point in the RIAS’ 100 year history. Charlene
Rankin, the RIAS’ Membership Manager was warmly commended for
her continuing endeavours.
The RIAS’ Student Membership category was discussed. It was

The Incorporation’s media log was noted by Council, with 212
significant articles/interviews since September.

Carol-Ann Hildersley
Senior Manager: Secretary & Treasurer’s Office

felt that those studying for Part III may be deterred by the term
‘Student Member’. Understandably these individuals no longer see
themselves as students at that point. Council agreed to the addition of
an ‘Associate’ category to accommodate this and help retain graduate
members. This reintroduction of the term will align with the RIBA in
terms of eligibility, but we will not charge a subscription. Nor will any
suffix be permitted.
The RIAS’ recent call for evidence on Building Control issues was

SCOTTISH

SOCIETY

ARCHITECT

ARTISTS

“Architecture of all the Arts...
acts the most slowly,
but most surely,
on the soul. “
Ernest Dimnet

discussed. The many responses will be anonymised and submitted to
the Head of Building Control at the Scottish Government.
RIAS Council noted an increasing tendency among commissioning
bodies (themselves sometimes within public authority framework
arrangements) to charge practices for their place on framework lists.
There are concerns that this skews the process. Council agreed to
denounce the process of charging for being on framework lists and
to write to the Scottish Government asking for such activities to be
disallowed in Scotland.
Council noted the reconstitution of the Conservation Liaison
Group to enable the various ‘partner’ organisations in conservation to
maintain dialogue.
Council approved the RIAS taking a strong stance against
restrictive policies by Government against international students
and agreed that the Secretary write, on behalf of the profession
in Scotland, to the Home Secretary and the Secretary of State for
Education.
A round-up report on the Festival of Architecture was given. All
those involved were warmly thanked for their endeavours throughout
this very successful year.

Alan G W Cook: Valentine’s Day Brugges

.....still in touch with your inner artist?

www.ssaagallery.org.uk

for more information on how to join SSAA, please contact:

E-mail: charinabeswick@hotmail.co.uk
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Membership Report
The following deaths were reported
with regret:

Transfers to Retired Membership
approved:

Elections to Student Membership:
Kyra Adley

Archibald F Brown frias

John Cochrane rias

Rafal Baczek

James Frew rias

Maurice Davidson rias

Lisa Bain

George Robison Kennedy rias

Andrew Charles Driver rias

Temitope Bdaokeunde

John Harrison Loud rias

Richard Gale Ewing rias

Calum Brown

Kenneth C MacLean rias

John Norman Geddes rias

Craig Brown

Harry McDonald-Smith frias

Malcolm I S Hay rias

Amy Claire Burns

Andrew S Nicoll frias

George Massie rias

William Alan Byram

Kevin William Smollet rias

Ronald Alexander McCreath rias

Laim Carlton

William Sutherland rias

Graham Crichton McWiggan rias

Ka Yan Chung

William Vernon Monaghan rias

Matthew Clubb

Resignations reported:

Graham McLeod Rennie rias

Kyle Mac Connell

John Russell rias

Belinda Alice Crane

Aula Al-Khayat

Iain Gordon Skinner rias

Daniel Cutler

Magnus Gunnarsson

Robert Fraser Wallace Smart rias

Cameron Patrick Derrett-Moore

Ronald Lawson Finlay

Trevor William Smith rias

Helen Deune

Bernard Flynn

Thomas Ainslie Denholm Somerville rias

Jordan Devenny

Graeme D Greenock

Donald Taylor rias

Stuart William Dickinson

Barbara Helen Davina Pyke

David Stewart Toy rias

Anna Natalia Doroba

Ian Rosie

Michael Harold Vipond rias

Kirsty Douglas

Peter Winthorpe rias

Joshua Ekekwe

Removals reported:
Anniz Bajunid
William Crichton

Alina Enache

Transfers to Retired Fellowship
approved:

Posy Frederick
Christopher George
Owen Thomas Gibbons

David Edward Lindsay

Bruce Brebner frias

Natalie Clare Russell

Graham Thomas Gillan

David Alan Lawson frias

Colin T Simpson

Henry Graves

John Alan McLennan frias

Ida Gundogdu

Norman Wood Patterson frias

Christopher George Habiby

Kevin William Smollet
John Stuart Taylor
Robert Zabicki

Thomas A J Pollock frias

Cory Jason Harding

Nicholas Charlton Smith frias

Andrew F Harvey

George McLellan Wren frias

Kyle Brodie Henderson
Neil Hopkinson

Reinstatements to full Membership:

Lim Shi Hong
Bolun Hua

Peter Burgess rias

Zhiyan Huang

Alister Jon Clark rias riba

Jasmin Lynne Hurst

Lindsay Johnston rias riba

Kristopher Jacobsen

Stuart MacKellar rias riba

Saleh Najeeb Jamsheer

Dominic Francis Quigley rias riba

Lucy Keritley

Andrew David Malcolm Stavert rias riba

Ewen Eukarn Ladbasri Kerridge
Rasheeqa Samad Khan
Loll Kirtz
Andrew J Knox-Watson
Jennifer Marie Laffan
Craig Duncan Laird
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Chartered Architect

Hope Letlhave
Aleksandra Lepka

Elections to Membership:

Ann Lim

James Barnett rias riba

Kirsty Jane Logan

Alasdair Blair rias

Yedija Mrkus

Ian Douglas Blaney rias riba

Robert Marwick

William Bolton rias riba

Mark MacPhail

Cecil Devos rias riba

Arthur Gammie Catubig MacRobert

Gary Collins rias riba

Anna McEwan

Emma Fairhurst rias

Lola Violet Astrid McHardy

Mark Gibson rias riba

Catherine Freda Rebecca Moir

Alan Beresford Gloyne rias riba

Annie Rose Munro

John Criag Gray rias riba

Naheemat Mustapha
Wissam Nacef
Chun Yeung Michelle Ng
Luke Oldaker
Bernard D’Angelos Ouattara
Katarzyna Owczarska

Sinead Ann Hagerty rias riba
Shirley Hamill rias riba
Laura Kirsteen Jeffrey rias riba
Euan Collett Jenkins rias riba
Adam Kimber rias riba

Jamie Parish

Sjhze Fei Low rias riba

Ellie Proctor

Fiona MacDonald rias

Annabel Rennie

Hannah MacFarlane rias

Sarah Lynn Ross

Deborah McKay rias riba

Andrew Mark James Rough

Alastair Sutherland Mitchell rias riba

Eda Seyok

Laura O’Hagan rias riba

Ashley Amanda Shanks

Zareen Mahfooz Rahman rias riba

Edinburgh

Jake Stamp

Peter Edward Robinson rias riba

Qing Tang

Glasgow

John Edward Robson rias riba

Inverness

Stamatia Tsatsi
Malikeh Tojjar
Christopher Tolmie
Kayla Torres
Tobias Marten Troester
Dovilé Tumenaite

Aberdeen
Dundee

Kimberley Ruth Scally rias riba

Stirling

Christian Ragnar Senkpiel rias riba

Outwith

Ronan Sheridan rias
Elisavet Skondra rias riba
Staszek Stuart-Thompson rias riba

Noorislam Uddin

John Stewart rias riba

Ashley Dawn Van-Huis

Paul Harrington Swaddle rias riba

Alina Vinogradova

Karson Tong rias riba

Wong Yuet Wan Vivian

Jacqueline Tolmie rias riba

Margarita Vodneva

Grace Ria Wilson rias riba

Jacqueline Wake-Young

Laura Alexander Waddilove rias riba

Ellie Jane Walden
Antonio Wong
Lyle Stephen Prentice Worgen

Elections to Fellowship

Felix Chu Pok Yan

Irene Annie Barkley frias riba

Aida Nurdiyana Adi Yazid

David Nimmo frias riba

Chloe Yuill
Li Yuke
George Peter Zechner

Charlene Rankin
Manager: Membership / RIAS Consultancy
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Honorary Fellowships
Sir Angus Grossart

© Malcolm Cochrane

Born in Lanarkshire in 1937, Sir Angus

the late Iain Noble (later Sir Iain) in 1969

for Edinburgh US Tracker Trust PLC. He is

McFarlane McLeod Grossart is a highly

(Noble sold out after 2 years).

Deputy Chairman of the National Heritage

respected Scottish businessman who has

Sir Angus is currently Chairman of Noble

Memorial Fund and has served on the boards

devoted much of his life to voluntary service

Grossart. His many high profile positions in

of National Westminster Bank PLC and

in support of the arts in Scotland.

Scottish business and the arts have included:

Scottish and Newcastle PLC.

Born in Lanarkshire, he was educated

Vice Chairman of the Royal Bank of Scotland;

at the Glasgow Academy and studied law

Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the

at Glasgow University. He proudly recalls

National Galleries of Scotland; Chairman of

honing his business skills at a Barrowlands

The Scottish Futures Trust; Chairman of the

stall, selling reject toffee. Sir Angus practiced

National Museums Scotland; Chairman of

Law at the Edinburgh bar for seven years,

the Fine Art Society and Chairman of Lyon &

specialising in tax and commerce. During this

Turnbull, auctioneers.

period he developed an interest in financial

Sir Angus also serves as a non-executive

services, a field in which he saw real potential

Chairman of Sunday Mail and Scottish

for Scotland. He founded the Edinburgh

Daily Record, non-executive Chairman of

based, merchant bank, Noble Grossart, with

Edinburgh Partners Limited and Chairman
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Sir Angus Grossart is awarded
the Incorporation’s Honorary
Fellowship for services to
business and the arts in
Scotland.

Neil Baxter Hon FRIAS
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Mairi Hedderwick

© Ewan Weatherspoon

Mairi was born in Gourock to Margaret and

electricity. Making a living from sheep and

as a medium for works from life across the

Douglas Lindsay just as World War II was set

cattle farming and lobster-catching, Mairi

Highlands and Islands. Highland Journey: A

to have impacts across society and industry.

started to produce prints and paintings - for

Sketching Tour of Scotland, is a beautifully

Her father, Douglas, was an architect. He died

pleasure and sale. Cutting a longish story

realised idea - where Mairi not only retraced

when Mairi was just thirteen years of age,

short, the setting and art combined to bring

the route taken by Victorian artist John

leaving an empty space in her adolescence.

Katie Morag to life, along with many other

Thomas Reid, but took pains to rediscover

colourful characters - not the least of which

and recapture in paint the same scenes from

being the Big Boy Cousins.

exactly the same viewpoints as Mr Reid

At Edinburgh College of Art, Marie
studied mural painting and ceramics. During a
summer break, she managed to get a job as a

The Katie Morag stories are much loved

mother’s help on the island of Coll. The island

across generations and have been made

must have struck a chord as, having married

into an equally loved series of live-action

Ronnie Hedderwick and with their first

television shows. Mairi can be credited with

child only three-months old, the three took

opening up the islands of Lewis and Harris -

up residence on Coll. There they remained

and beyond - to a whole new audience.

for the next ten years, until the need for

Of particular interest to the RIAS,

secondary school education for their children

however, is one of Mairi’s other contributions

Mark and Tammie took precedence.

to literature and visual arts. She has been the

During the family’s time on Coll, there
was neither running water nor mains

depicted. The results are fascinating.

Mairi Hedderwick is awarded
the Incorporation’s Honorary
Fellowship for services to the
arts and literature of Scotland.

author of four distinct journalistic works, as
well as turning more and more to watercolour

Neil Baxter Hon FRIAS
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Honorary Fellowships
James (Jim) McColl mbe
Jim came back to Scotland in 1973
to join the North of Scotland College of
Agriculture. In 1974 he also took charge of
the Horticultural Research and Development
Unit at Craibstone, and later he joined Stanley
P. Morrison at their Glengarioch Distillery in
Oldmeldrum, near Aberdeen, to manage their
pioneering waste energy project.
Jim began contributing on a regular
basis to a range of radio programmes on
BBC Scotland, notably The Scottish Garden.
In 1978 he was invited to co-present The
Beechgrove Garden with the late, and much
missed, George Barron.
The early work by Jim and George to start
the new TV gardening programme for BBC
Scotland helped Beechgrove to become one
of Scotland’s most popular and long running
series. For his services and devotion to
horticulture and gardening Jim was awarded
the Scottish Horticultural Medal in 1982 and
the MBE in 1996, The Royal Horticultural
Society Gold Veitch Memorial Medal in 2000,
Fellowship of the Royal Agricultural Societies
in 2003, and Honorary Fellowship of the
Scottish Agricultural College in 2004.
In 2007 Jim won the Best Nations and
Regions Presenter title at the Royal Television
Society Programme Awards. In a recent vote
for the UK’s favourite gardening presenter,
Jim won - by a barrowload of votes!
On the afternoon of the RIAS Centenary,
2nd November 2016, Jim McColl honoured
the Incorporation by opening the new
Centenary Garden at 15 Rutland Square,
designed by Thomas Hamilton RIAS.

© Malcolm Cochrane

The renowned Scottish horticulturalist, Jim

Jim was born in Kilmarnock, Ayrshire.

McColl MBE, is the longest-serving presenter

After his formal training, he took up a post

of the BBC TV series The Beechgrove

at the college at Auchincruive. Posts with

Garden. Indeed, though accurate statistics on

the University of Reading, the Ministry of

these things are problematic, it seems that

Agriculture, Fisheries and Food in Shropshire

Jim is also the longest-serving living presenter

and the National Agricultural Advisory Service

of any single programme in UK TV.

followed.

Jim McColl is awarded the
Incorporation’s Honorary
Fellowship for his services to
horticulture, the media and
Scotland.

Neil Baxter Hon FRIAS
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Obituaries
Archibald Brown FRIAS

George Kennedy RIAS

8 November 1933 to 24 September 2016

24 June 1927 to 22 May 2016

Born in Wishaw, moving to Lanark aged

George was born in Blairlogie, near Stirling.

seven, on leaving school Archie joined a local

His father was the local postmaster. A local

Architects practice and commenced the part

businessman helped George with his first job,

time course in Glasgow. In 1955, together

assisting in an architect’s office in Stirling.

with some fellow students he moved to

George served in the Royal Navy in

the Edinburgh School of Architecture at

the last year of World War II. His hobby

the College of Art to take advantage of the

of photography was put to use when

exempt status the School had for to the RIBA

he was assigned the gruesome task of

intermediate exam.

photographing downed military aircraft. His

After his successful first year of study,
he joined the practice of Donald Whitehorse
in Rutland Square. In 1960 Archie changed

skills in photography also served him well on
his return to a more normal life.
After the war, George completed an

jobs moving along the north side of Rutland

extended, part-time, formal education at

Square to Fairbrother Hall and Hedges (later

Glasgow School of Art. He recalled having

renamed Bamber and Hall) meeting up with

to cover his work to protect it from the

old friends there.

‘stoor’ of the Glasgow smog. That aspect

The mid-60s saw him move again,

of Glasgow may have inspired his love

joining J and F Johnston in Leith and in 1970

of the Scottish countryside and his many

the Covell Mathews Practice where he

eco-friendly designs in later life. His other

came under pressure to complete the rest

pursuits included cycling and tennis, which

of his course towards full qualification and

brought him into contact with his wife-to-be,

registration! To his great credit he took up

Maureen. They married in 1951.

the challenge. In 1976, he sat and passed the

George took his growing family to

The work of the office covered most
of Argyll and the Islands and the National
Park. Many commissions involved alterations

qualifying examination. With his extensive

Dunoon in 1955 when he was offered a

and small new build projects for the local

experience he had little trouble convincing

position with Argyll County Council. He

authority, churches, community groups,

the examiners and obtaining his Part Three.

spent nearly 20 years on a variety of key

housing associations, estates, sports clubs

He joined RIAS and RIBA the following year.

projects in the area, most of which remain to

and businesses. Larger projects included

define the town to this day.

Dunoon Golf Clubhouse, Sandbank Marina,

Archie subsequently commenced his own
practice from his home at Hillview Terrace,

George joined Coatbridge-based

Strachur Village Hall, repairs to the Younger

Blackhall, his wife providing support and

Thomas, Smith, Gibb and Pate in 1975, initially

Hall in Kilmun, the repair of the Argyll

managerial skills. His Fellowship of the RIAS

as an Associate and then a Partner in 1980.

Mausoleum and associated Kilmun Church;

which followed gave him great pleasure.

He then commenced his own practice in

construction of a new boat shed and the so-

Dunoon in 1981. Initially working from home,

called Para Handy’s cottage at Tighnabruaich.

heart trouble and had a major by-pass

George opened his office (a converted café

George took great care to ensure his work

operation. His practice was kept going during

with a wonderful outlook over the Clyde) in

was appropriate in scale and material.

his recovery by friends until he was able to

the outskirts of Dunoon in 1985, where he

return. Retiring at the end of the century, he

practiced for over 30 years. Trading under

his own health beginning to fade, George

moved to Kirkcaldy. He is survived by his wife,

the name G R Kennedy, Architect, George’s

suffered a terrible blow with the passing of

Eileen, their family, Linsey and Stewart and

business won many local awards. He was a

his beloved daughter, Norma, in 2015. George

three granddaughters.

true gentlemen and a well-respected member

passed away peacefully in a local nursing

of the local construction community.

home in May. He leaves his elder daughter

In the early-80s he was diagnosed with

Sadly, Maureen passed away in 1994. With

George supported local causes and

Alison, son Graham, their respective spouses

facilities, including the Church of Scotland.

Alan and Allison, along with Norma’s husband

He also mentored many aspiring architects,

Pete and seven grandchildren in Scotland and

building quite an ‘alumni’ of practicing

the United States.

architects around Scotland and beyond.

Obituary kindly supplied by James Laidlaw
PPRIAS

Obituary kindly supplied by Graham
Kennedy
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Obituaries
Andrew Nicoll FRIAS
10 March 1940 to 21 October 2016
Andrew Nicoll’s substantial contribution
to the architectural landscape of Scotland
can largely be viewed through the work of
the Studio, he founded with Ric Russell in
Broughty Ferry in 1982. However his early
career also provides a wonderful connection
back to some of the heroic names of post war
architecture in the UK.
Born in Carnoustie, he studied at
Dundee’s Duncan of Jordanstone College of
Art. His mother had been the first woman to
study painting at post graduate level in the
College. This creative lineage has continued
to his own children.
Following graduation, Andrew and wife
Dorothy were drawn to the glittering lights
of 1960s London. For a few years, a busy life
centred around architecture and Andrew’s
other great love - jazz. An aficionado as

Andrew and fellow partner Ric Russell

by many award-winning buildings over the

well as an accomplished musician himself,

emerged from Robbie & Wellwood with

years. Andrew was quite unflappable, and

nights spent at Ronnie Scott’s Jazz Club

the project that was to introduce Nicoll

in occasionally choppy waters his quiet

were as formative as trips abroad to take

Russell Studios to a wider audience- Dundee

gravitas somehow provided a sense of

in Le Corbusier’s work at Ronchamp and

Repertory Theatre. Opened in 1982, the

safe anchorage as the practice explored

La Tourette. An “alternative” view of the

Rep is a powerful and unique piece of

new ideas and pursued ambitious projects.

world- whether through music, architecture

architecture. Completing a small Georgian

His kindness, support for young designers

or humour- stayed with Andrew throughout

city square, it is muscular, geometric,

(“are you winning?”, he would ask), and

his life.

sophisticated, multi-layered and intensely

unshakeable encouragement in the pursuit of

crafted. Uncompromisingly of its time, the

good architecture- whatever obstacles may

at Powell & Moya, a job with a few young

Rep is that apparent rarity – a concrete

be encountered along the way- lives on.

architects in a new practice was considered.

building admired not just by architects, but

A lack of certainty over salary precluded such

much loved by the wider public. Andrew was

continued his active engagement in

an adventure however, as a baby was now

immensely proud of its success and influence.

community life through his work with the

on the way. The practice was Team 4 - Foster,

In time, it led to further theatre and arts

Civic Trust and other local groups, cajoling

Rogers et al.

commissions. However, the spirit and ethos

individuals and organisations to improve

of the Rep’s design extends to a wider range

the environment around them. In later years

of buildings.

Alzheimer’s sadly took its toll on Andrew,

Looking to move on following early days

Andrew moved instead to Denys
Lasdun’s office, working on projects at

Although he retired in 2000, Andrew

the University of East Anglia. By this time,

In these early years, the Studio existed in

Lasdun had also won the commission for

Andrew and Dorothy’s home. They, and their

her blog, “The Museum of Dad”. In lighter

the National Theatre. It seems somehow

family, absorbed the disruption, all-nighters

moments, however, it also takes us back to

fitting that fifteen years later, another (much

and presence of a growing team for 5 years

a world where we see Andrew in the corner

smaller!) modernist theatre would launch

as the practice sought to establish itself. For

of the Studio, stubby pencil in hand, smoking

Nicoll Russell Studios.

many years after, Dorothy remained a key

steadily, ready for the next challenge.

The Nicolls moved move back to

member of the studio, administering the

as his daughter Hilary reflects poignantly in

Andrew is survived by his wife Dorothy,

Scotland in 1966. As a Partner in Robbie &

practice and contributing to its development

children Hilary, Julie and Duncan, and his

Wellwood, Andrew became a well-known

in a multitude of ways.

beloved grandchildren.

figure. Roles in the Dundee Civic Trust and

Andrew’s contribution to the formation

the RIAS and RIBA were undertaken with

of a creative studio atmosphere was of great

dedication and enthusiasm.

significance. The Rep has been followed
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Obituary kindly supplied by Scott Turpie,
Partner, Nicoll Russell Studios
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James Frew RIAS

Anne Wilson RIAS

29 October 1928 to 22 October 2016

29 April 1932 to 11 August 2016
Anne Wilson, who died peacefully in August
after a long illness, enjoyed a long and varied
career in architecture. She graduated from
the Dundee School of Architecture, in 1954.
She was awarded a Travelling Scholarship
to Italy, where she spent three weeks with
two fellow students undertaking a tour
which included visits to Rome, Pisa, Florence,
Ravenna and Venice. She visited a large
number of buildings, galleries and museums,
recording her experiences in a series of
drawings, paintings and sketches – an activity
that was to become a lifelong pastime.
Anne worked in Glasgow for a number
of years during the early part of her career.
During this time she met John (Jack) Wilson, a
fellow architect, whom she married in 1960.
From 1965 to 1971 Anne focused on family
commitments; however during this time she
also successfully combined being a mother

Born in 1928 in the village of Chapelton, Jim

of three with her career, working part-time

Frew studied Architecture at the Glasgow Art

in Gordon Allan’s practice in Dundee. This

Jack moved to Pitlochry, where they

School and the Royal Technical College.

proved a productive arrangement, allowing

both continued to be actively involved

the flexibility to juggle work and family.

in architecture, including a scheme for

In 1961 he started in practice for himself
and had an office in Strathaven until 2005

Anne returned to full time work in 1971,

Upon their retirement Anne and

the conversion of Moulin Church and as

when he transferred his business back to his

becoming a valued member of the team at

joint property conveners for their local

home village in Chapelton, until he ultimately

Ritchie, Rennie, Dagen & Allan, which Gordon

church. When Jack sadly died in 2000, Anne

retired at the age of 80 in 2009.

Allan’s practice amalgamated with in 1968.

continued in the role of property convener

Well-respected by colleagues and contractors

and was well-known and well-liked in the

in the local community, many small projects,

alike, she was in charge of production

town not just for the extensive work she did

including many adaptations and extensions.

drawings and information, ensuring that her

for both the church and accompanying Tryst,

He also specialised in the diverse range of

own high standards were upheld by partners

but also for her own artwork which was

farm buildings required in the rural context.

and staff whilst maintaining good relations

regularly displayed (and sold) in the annual

The results of his endeavours can be seen

and a sense of humour. The office response

exhibition at Pitlochry Festival Theatre.

throughout the Strathaven area, in the towns,

to problems onsite was to send Anne in.

Jim’s work over the years was primarily

villages and within the farming community.
Jim is survived by his wife Mary, four
children and six grandsons.

She excelled at producing coloured

Anne will be sadly missed by her
family, friends and former colleagues – for

perspective drawings - one which she

her considerable talents, her inimitable

produced for the Wright Dental Group

personality, determination and her keen

was copied and exhibited in their premises

sense of humour.

throughout the UK, South Africa and Japan.
She was also largely responsible for the
production of working drawings for several

Obituary kindly supplied by Catherine
Wilson, Joe Dagen and Gordon Allan

award-winning housing projects in Arbroath.
In 1986 Anne and Jack moved to
Edinburgh, where Anne took up posts firstly
with Reich & Hall, and subsequently with
Norman Gray & Partners, where she stayed

Obituary kindly supplied by the family

until her retirement in 1996.

Obituaries which are read out
at RIAS Council are published
in RIAS Quarterly
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Contacting RIAS
By telephone

By fax

By email

By post

+44 (0) 131 229 7545

+44 (0) 131 228 2188

info@rias.org.uk

15 Rutland Square
Edinburgh
eh1 2be

Carol-Ann Hildersley
Senior Manager: Secretary and
Treasurer’s Office

Louise McLeod
Senior Manager: Finance and
Administration

Maryse Richardson
Senior Manager: Practice

childersley@rias.org.uk
Joined: April 2010. Management of the
Secretary’s and President’s offices,
oversight of communications and
events, administration and minuting
of PPC and Council, research, CoEditor of RIAS Quarterly. Delivery of
RIAS communications, events and
awards.

lmcleod@rias.org.uk
Joined: November 1986. Responsible
for all human resource and central
services functions including
finance, audit, salaries, pensions,
member pensions, annual contracts,
insurances, personnel, recruitment,
membership, staff management, IT,
health & safety, the building.

mrichardson@rias.org.uk
Joined: April 2003. Manages Practice
Services, secretariat for RIAS Practice
committees and production of
quarterly Practice Information, legal
and contractual queries, maintaining
the RIAS suite of Standard Forms,
managing dispute resolution expert
panels, management of conservation
and sustainability accreditation.

Liz Baillie
Project Officer: Festival 2016 p/t

Stuart Bryce
Manager: Bookshop p/t

Karen Cunningham
Director: Festival 2016 p/t

Valérie Decker
Assistant: Festival 2016

liz.baillie@rias.org.uk
Joined: July 2015. Short-term contract
to March 2017. Project management
and delivery of specific major content
of the 2016 Festival programme,
co-ordination of the public appeal
and expert panel liaison on Scotstyle,
taking direction from the Festival
Director and from RIAS.

bookshop@rias.org.uk
Joined: September 2012. Managing
RIAS Bookshop, including sales
of architectural appointments,
certificates, administrations forms
and up-to-date and archived building
contracts. Telephone, website and
direct sale to members and the public
of RIAS publications and a wide range
of architectural books.

karen.cunningham@rias.org.uk
Joined: February 2015. Overall
direction of the Festival with specific
responsibility for staffing, funding
oversight, media relations, planning
and delivery of core programme,
PR and marketing. Coordination of
the Festival partnershp forum and
support for partner activity.

valerie.decker@rias.org.uk
Joined: June 2016. Short-term contract
to March 2017. Evaluation of Festival
content, venue planning and event
liaison, taking direction from RIAS
and working closely with the Festival
Director.

Elaine Dobie
Practice Administrator

Jon Jardine
Graphic/IT Designer: RIAS and
Festival 2016

Maureen Johnstone
Senior Finance and Administration
Assistant

Hayley Kyle
Finance and Administration
Assistant

jon.jardine@rias.org.uk
Joined: October 2014. All RIAS graphic
and IT design, marketing productions
and coordinating approach across
all platforms and continuity in visual
productions and publications,
particularly RIAS Quarterly, core
aspects of the 2016 programme,
coordination of inputs.

mjohnstone@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2003. Support for
finance and central services, financial
processing and filing, coordination of
internal room bookings, oversight of
RIAS catering and meeting set-ups,
assisting membership, post and mail,
management of office recycling.

hayley.kyle@rias.org.uk
Joined: July 2015. To provide
additional support to finance and
central services functions, financial
processing and filing, assisting with
catering and meeting set-ups, post
and mail and to provide cover for
reception and other departments.

Senior Management

Neil Baxter Hon FRIAS
Secretary and Treasurer
nbaxter@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2008. Oversight of
RIAS policy, governance, business
planning and budgets. Overall
responsibility for the Incorporation’s
membership services, Consultancy,
Practice Services, accreditation
schemes, events, publications,
outreach, political liaison, CPD,
educational initiatives and awards.
Curator of the Festival of Architecture
2016.

Staff

edobie@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2013. Practice Services
support, administers conservation
and sustainability accreditation
schemes and the RIAS Energy Design
Certification Scheme. Coordinates
the e-PI Bulletin, Practice Services
website updates and online research.
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Veronica Low
Manager: Commercial
vlow@rias.org.uk
Joined: May 2011. Advertising sales
and sponsorship for the RIAS
Quarterly. Sale and distribution of
RIAS publications and space rentals
in Rutland Square. Also responsible
for sponsorship liaison for RIAS
events and the 2016 Festival of
Architecture.

Emma Lucas
Communications and Events
Assistant
emma.lucas@rias.org.uk
Joined: July 2015. Event Management,
internal communication including
website content management,
editorial assistance for RIAS
Quarterly, e-bulletins, media
monitoring, awards coordination.
Responsible for Online Directory and
job ads.

Lena Sideri
Receptionist / Bookshop Assistant
p/t

Lorraine Sutherland
Senior Receptionist / Bookshop
Assistant p/t

reception@rias.org.uk
Joined: September 2016. Dealing
with incoming calls, meeting and
greeting, opening and logging mail
for distribution, ordering stationery
and monitoring stock, dealing with
suppliers, maintaining press cuttings
file, bookshop cover and support.

reception@rias.org.uk
Joined: June 2005. Dealing with
incoming calls, meeting and greeting,
opening and logging mail for
distribution, ordering stationery
and monitoring stock, dealing with
suppliers, maintaining press cuttings
file, general administration duties.
Bookshop cover and support.

Janet Nixon
Manager: SBCC p/t
jnixon@rias.org.uk
Joined: May 2014. Ensuring that
the RIAS contract for the Scottish
Building Contract Committee’s
endeavours is effectively delivered,
including new contracts, online
provision, annual lecture and annual
conference. Support for SBCC
Drafting Committee and Board.

Charlene Rankin
Manager: Membership / RIAS
Consultancy
crankin@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2002. Management
of Membership and Members’
data, RIAS Consultancy, Scottish
Community Projects Fund, Architect
in the Hoose (charity fundraising
campaign) and the RIAS Clients
Advisory Service.

Lily
Office Dog p/t
ldog@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2008. Works to
maintain a stress-free working
environment, occasionally enliven
meetings and ensure a focus on the
key agenda priorities (biscuits and
sandwiches). Introduces a Zen-like
calm by generally wandering about
and sleeping under desks.

Advisors

Marjorie Appleton FRIAS
Practice Services Consultant p/t

Brian Moore Hon FRIAS
Director: Consultancy p/t

mappleton@rias.org.uk
Joined September 2010. Advises on
Practice Information and matters
relating to its publication, content
and delivery. Oversees the content,
design and development of all
technical information issued to
practices and chartered practices.

bmoore@rias.org.uk
Joined: 1995. Manages all aspects of
architectural competitions, deals with
procurement issues for architects
and improving procurement in
architecture by ensuring value-based
selection procedures in all RIAS
Competitions.

Eleanor McAllister OBE Hon
FRIAS
Director: RIAS Centenary p/t
eleanor.mcallister@rias.org.uk
Joined: October 2015. Overall charge
of the Under One Roof website
project and steering all RIAS
Centenary events and publications.

John Norman Hon FRIAS
Accountant p/t
jnorman@rias.org.uk
Joined: April 2008. Annual budget,
quarterly accounts and detaied
reporting to Council, annual statutory
accounts for RIAS charity and RIAS
Services Ltd, VAT returns, ledger
management/supervision, RIAS/RIBA
membership reconciliations, annual
audit, payroll issues, other tax and
financial issues, as required.
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Professional Indemnity Insurance

PROTECTING YOUR
EXPERTISE FOR OVER
30 YEARS
ARRANGING PROFESSIONAL INDEMNITY INSURANCE AND PROVIDING
RISK MANAGEMENT SERVICES FOR THE PROFESSION IN SCOTLAND
For further information contact:
DAVID BATHGATE
RIAS Insurance Services, Orchard Brae House,
30 Queensferry Road,
Edinburgh EH4 2HS.
0131 311 4130
david.bathgate@marsh.com
RIAS Insurance Services is a trading name for Marsh Ltd
Marsh Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Copyright © 2016 Marsh Ltd All rights reserved
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